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Construction: Ultramicro-particles Partiki, Partika and Particum. • The Form of Morphogenetic
Field Construction:

Morphogenetic Field Construction: Partiki Grids, Keylons, Keylon Codes, Fire Letters and
Geomancies. The MCEO
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Keylontic Science 1. Partiki, Partika and Particum: Smallest units of energy-substance.
Electro-tonal

fusion generators. 2. Partiki Grids: The fabric of morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units
group

morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units group to form interwoven Strands, then Grids of
electro-

Unified Field of Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to create the frequency bands that

of Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to create the frequency bands that make up

Anti-matter 3. Partiki units continue to group or accrete upon the Partiki Grids,

accrete upon the Partiki Grids, forming A. Key/ons - crystallizations of "frozen
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and light spectra. Partiki Units from the Universal Unified Field of Partiki/Energy form

Unified Field of Partiki/Energy form complex Partiki Grids which form the Frequency Bands

Energy form complex Partiki Grids which form the Frequency Bands and energetic fabric of



the 12 Primary Partiki Grid Lines. Complex Partiki Girds build up upon the 12

Grid Lines. Complex Partiki Girds build up upon the 12 Primary Sub-frequency Bands/

Sub-frequency Bands/ Partiki Grid Lines, forming the electro-magnetic fabric of light, sound
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Grid (morphogenetic Partiki grid). 1. Nada Hova- the Incarnate 10 (Taurenic Body)
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Grids (morphogenetic Partiki girds) that represent specific patterns of light spectra and sound
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of electro-tonal Partiki units contained in the Crystal Body morphogenetic field , The

more units of Partiki (ante-matter light-radiation particles) and reducing the amount

matter). Changing the Partiki-Particum ratio is facilitated by adjusting consumption habits to
include

themselves contain higher Partiki content (and life force energy) and reducing substances
that
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the 5th dimensional Partiki grid - the station of Identity corresponding to the D-

the 2nd dimensional Partiki grid - the station of Identity corresponding to the 0-
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fusion generators. 3. Partiki units continue to group or accrete upon the Partiki Grids,

accrete upon the Partiki Grids, forming A. Keylons- crystallizations of ·rrozen . light"

morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units group to form interwoven Strands, then Grids or
electro-

the Q or Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to electro-tonal programs of Keylon

or Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to electro-tonal programs of Keylon Codes, which
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Grid (morphogenetic Partiki grid). 1. Nada Hova- the Incarnate 10 (Taurenic Body)
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the 2nd dimensional Partiki grid- the station of Identity corresponding to the 0·
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of consciousness called Partiki- that retains the original design of the identity as set
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that form a Partiki Grid, which is the fabric of the morphogenetic field. 12.
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our scientists, called Partiki, Partika, and Particum. 11. Morphogenetic Field: It is made of

made of interwoven Partiki Grids, which are the units of consciousness. Formholding blueprint
of
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Morphogenetic Field. 3. Partiki Grids: Grids of crystallized sound and light. They are
Morphogenetic

rooted within the Partiki Grids. Scalar Grids are really what Morphogenetic Fields tum into
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their stages ofbeing Partiki Units, then Partiki Strands, then Partiki Grids. As the units

Partiki Units, then Partiki Strands, then Partiki Grids. As the units of consciousness continue

Partiki Strands, then Partiki Grids. As the units of consciousness continue to expand on
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ET (c) Partiki (d) Partika 8. Our DNA was originally designed to
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Dimension. The program Partiki Phasing & Vibration-Oscillation for each Dimensional
Frequency Band is

primary sequences of Partiki Phasing that transmit the electro-tonal programs held within the

control center for Partiki Phasing rhythms throughout the Kathara Line System. K27 KATHARA
LEVEL-
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Primal Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 non-dimensional levels of

Primal Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 12 Dimensions of Time Cycles
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STRUCTURE OF DIMENSIONS, PARTIKI PHASING AND MATTER DENSITY UNIVERSAL AND
PLANETARY KATHARA GRIDS, THE
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conscious energy called PARTIKI that exist as Omni-polar points of fixed vibration. Partiki

of fixed vibration. Partiki units are the smallest building blocks of matter, and they

enters manifestation. • Partiki units are Omni-polar (containing the potentials for all

Omni-polar state, Partiki units exist as invisible, fixed points of sound vibration, forming

resonant tone). When Partiki units are in their Omni-polar state they exist as

to their design, Partiki units break apart to form Bi-polar waves, while replicating

Standing Waves of Partiki units break down into two sub-units, sub-tones, called

the Ante-matter PARTIKI units through which they manifest. The effects of ELECTRICAL AND

the Ante-matter Partiki unit that unite them. • Particum-Particle units represent the

the Ante-matter Partiki template, Partika-Ante-particles and Particum~particles are brought
into

matter state of Partiki units. Once returned to the Partiki state, the process repeats

returned to the Partiki state, the process repeats as the Partiki creates Fission and

repeats as the Partiki creates Fission and replication. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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Partiki, Particum and Partika units represent PHASES that Primal Substance energy

process by which Partiki units perpetually convert conscious energy into Bi-polar Light
Radiation

contraction) is called PARTIKI PHASING . Through perpetual cycles of Partiki Phasing, matter
units

perpetual cycles of Partiki Phasing, matter units "flash on ", through fission, into

between rates of Partiki Phasing. • Consciousness in the form of Partiki Units is

the form of Partiki Units is the PRIMAL SUBSTANCE of which the cosmos is

is structured and Partiki Phasing is the perpetual PRIAMAL ACT of reciprocal fission and
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Scalar Grids 1. Partiki, Partika and Particum: Smallest units of energysubstance. Electro-tonal
units

fusion generators. 2. Partiki Grids: The fabric of morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units
group

morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units group to form interwoven Strands, then Grids of
electro-

Unified Field of Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to create the frequency bands that

of Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to create the frequency bands that make up

Anti-matter 3. Partiki units continue to group or accrete upon the Partiki Grids,

accrete upon the Partiki Grids, forming A. Keylons- crystallizations of "frozen light" (

made of interwoven Partiki Grids. The electro-tonal units of consciousness out of which

out of which Partiki Grids form create standing wave patterns- scalar wave grids, which

specific ordered interrelationship. Partiki Grids form upon the core geometrical-mathematical
structure of the
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of vibration (Partiki units), which form the morphogenetic field templates upon and through

reality. Created through Partiki Phasing (internal fission /fusion "flash on I

consciousness, composed of Partiki units with differing vibratory-oscillation rates, which exist
in precise

rate of the Partiki units that make up the scalar-wave grid. Frequency is

of consciousness (Partiki) and the particles built upon them. Vibration is determined by

energy held within Partiki units. Oscillation is the condition of external movement, or
expending

of energy, from Partiki units and the particles built upon them. The vibratory-oscillation

quantity held within Partiki units and exists within direct proportion to the oscillation rate,

expended, exhibited by Partiki and the particles built upon them. The vibratory-oscillation
rate

oscillation rate of Partiki units determines the frequency (cyclic pattern of scalar waves
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energy holding in Partiki = More energy expended from Partiki = Higher Oscillation =

energy expended from Partiki = Higher Oscillation = More expansion = Faster flash rate

flash rate of Partiki = Higher Frequency of Flash = More external movement =

energy holding in Partiki = Less energy expended from Partiki = Lower Oscillation =

energy expended from Partiki = Lower Oscillation = More contraction = Slower flash rate

flash rate of Partiki = Lower frequency of flash = More internal movement =
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Primal Substance of PARTIKI UNITS. Partiki units draw together to ACCRETE to form PARTIKI

of PARTIKI UNITS. Partiki units draw together to ACCRETE to form PARTIKI STRINGS.
Following

ACCRETE to form PARTIKI STRINGS. Following a set mathematical and geometrical design
inherent to

to their form, Partiki Strings interweave and overlap, forming a "Fabric of Light

Sound" called a PARTIKI GRID. A Partiki Grid is a fixed pattern of interwoven

PARTIKI GRID. A Partiki Grid is a fixed pattern of interwoven Bi-polar Scalar-

Manifestation Templates. A Partiki Grid is a SCALAR GRID. • Following the precise
mathematical

the manifesting consciousness, Partiki Grids further accrete, drawing in more Partiki Units,
forming groups

drawing in more Partiki Units, forming groups of Partiki units that are arranged following

forming groups of Partiki units that are arranged following 3 different rhythms of Partiki

different rhythms of Partiki Phasing. Tri-phase groupings of Partiki Units form patterns of

phase groupings of Partiki Units form patterns of Scalar-wave and Tri-tone wave

different rates of Partiki Phasing. The Cosmic Manifestation Template is called the ENERGY
MATRIX.

different, but interwoven, Partiki Phasing rhythms (rhythms of expansion and contraction of
energy).

15 rhythms of Partiki Phasing creates one DIMENSON. A Dimension is a set pattern

cycle of singular Partiki Phasing rhythms, that contains within it 12 smaller rhythms of

smaller rhythms of Partiki Phasing. Each Dimensional Manifestation Template creates a set of
fixed

pattern of specific Partiki Phasing Rhythms, or EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION RATIOS OF
ENERGY CIRCULATION

intrinsic rates of Partiki Phasing. One Time Matrix is thus a 15-Dimensional Scalar
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repeating pattern of Partiki Flash Line Sequences, or a repeating cycle of specific ratios
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Frequency Band. The Partiki in each dimension have a specific rate of vibratory-oscillation
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PARTIKI PHASING, HARMONICS OF MANIFESTATION AND MATTER DENSITY Partiki
Phasing- Scalar

AND MATTER DENSITY Partiki Phasing- Scalar Standing- Wave flashing. The internal
expansion I fission



points made of Partiki units. Partiki Phasing governs the mechanics of matter manifestation
within

of Partiki units. Partiki Phasing governs the mechanics of matter manifestation within the
Dimensionalized

Time Matrix. Through Partiki Phasing , HARMONICS of Manifestation and varying levels of
matter

faster rate of Partiki Phasing with its corresponding higher frequency, faster oscillation, lower
vibration,
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f:12 ~------------------------------------------------------~ Partiki Phasing, Harmonics of
Manifestation and Matter Density 1. Partiki, Partika

Matter Density 1. Partiki, Partika and Particum: Smallest units of energy-substance. Electro-
tonal

Anti-matter 1. Partiki Phasing- expansion/ fission/ "flash on" and contraction/ fusion/ "
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consciousness upon which Partiki units group to form morphogenetic field scalar grids. It is

through the interwoven Partiki scalar standing-wave grids of the Kathara Grid Holographic
Core.
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The program for Partiki Phasing and Vibration-Oscillation for each Dimensional Frequency
Band is

primary sequences of Partiki Phasing that transmit the electro-tonal programs held within the

control center for Partiki Phasing rhythms throughout the Kathara Line System. 3 Vertical
Kathara
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Primal Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 non-dimensional levels of

Primal Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 12 Dimensions of the Time
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of 3-Dimensional Partiki scalar wave composites that regulate the rate of Partiki Phasing

the rate of Partiki Phasing to create the base structures upon which dimensionalization is

flashing/cycles of Partiki Phasing) between dimensional bands and Harmonic Universes, the
fixed expansion

contraction rates of Partiki, the Vibration-Oscillation and the Angular Rotation of Particle spin
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of 3-Dimensional Partiki scalar wave composites that regulate the rate of Partiki Phasing

the rate of Partiki Phasing to create the base structures upon which dimensionalization is



flashing/ cycles of Partiki Phasing) between Dimensional Bands and Harmonic Universes, the
fixed expansion

contraction rates of Partiki, the Vibration - Oscillation and the Angular Rotation of particles

the sequences of Partiki Phasing and the Vibration-Oscillation rates of Partiki units within

Oscillation rates of Partiki units within the Dimensional Scale. They control the opening and

the sequences of Partiki Phasing and Vibration-Oscillation rates of Partiki units within the

Oscillation rates of Partiki units within the Dimensionalized scalar wave grid of the
morphogenetic
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Line Sequences, or Partiki Phasing Rhythms, characteristic to the 3 dimensions of which the

dynamics of synchronistic Partiki Phasing , each 3-Dimensional Scalar Shield manifests a 3-

by synchronistic, dimensionalized Partiki Phasing , form within the 15-Dimensional Time
Matrix 5
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other by keeping Partiki units phase· locked into their 3-dimensiona l electromagnetic

mathematical encoding of Partiki Phasing Rhythm held within the Kathara Centers of the
Manifestation

mathematical and geometrical Partiki Phasing programs upon which the Shields of the
Universal Manifestation
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Form. CONSCIOUSNESS TO PARTIKI UNITS TO ~ KATHARA SCALAR GRIDS LEVELS -1,2
AND

AND 3 TO PARTIKI GRIDS TO ~ MORPHOGENETIC FIELDS TO MERKABA FIELDS (Sets

scalar wave flash/ Partiki Phasing sequences that run between Dimensions and Harmonic
Universes) ~
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units of consciousness- Partiki, Partika and Particum. Dimensionalized units of consciousness
form Frequency Bands
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(electro-tonal Partiki units), which form the Scalar Grid morphogenetic templates that house

are created through Partiki Phasing . . ~ Partiki Phasing is the process of

. . ~ Partiki Phasing is the process of internal fission I expansion and

contraction, characteristic of Partiki Units, through which the units perpetually break apart
and replicate

Frequency Bands, or Partiki wave spectra, that exist within specific relationship to each other
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Flashline Sequences of Partiki Phasing that give the appearance of manifest movement of
wave

VibratoryOscillation rate of Partiki units that make up the Dimensional Scalar Grids.
~Vibration

ENERGY HOLDING of Partiki units. Oscillation is the "external movement" or ENERGY
EXPENDED

ENERGY EXPENDED by Partiki units. Vibratory-Oscillation rate is the rate at which Partiki

rate at which Partiki ~ Phasing "flashing on and off" occurs. Vibration and
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line Sequences). ~ Partiki in each Dimension have specific set Partiki Phasing rhythms giving

have specific set Partiki Phasing rhythms giving each Dimension a specific ratio of Vibration-

Dimensions have Faster Partiki Phasing, are higher frequency and thus have higher
oscillation, lower
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and variance in Partiki Phasing, Flash-line Sequences, within Dimensional Frequency Bands
create Holographic
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first level of Partiki structure/ Scalar Grid organization that sets consciousness into
dimensionalization. It
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tonal programs of Partiki Phasing and Dimensional/ Frequency structure upon which the other
Kathara

the rates of Partiki Phasing to create the base structures upon which dimensionalization is
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~ 18 ~ Partiki Units, Scalar Stand Waves, and Crystalline Keylons and Keylon Codes
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we encountered the Partiki, Partika and Particum, the ultra-micro-particle units of
consciousness

of consciousness, the Partiki Scalar Standing-wave Grids that hold consciousness into
individuated dimensionalized

the process of Partiki Phasing - the fission-fusion "flashing on and off"
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are crystallizations of Partiki units that hold composite electrotonal energy signatures of each
dimensional

are sequences of Partiki Phasing rhythms ("flashing on and off"/fission-fusion sequences)
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of 3-Dimensional Partiki scalar wave composites that regulate the rate of Partiki Phasing

the rate of Partiki Phasing to create the base structures upon which dimensionalization is

fusion rates of Partiki, the VibrationOscillation Rates of Partiki and the Angular Rotation of

VibrationOscillation Rates of Partiki and the Angular Rotation of Particle Spin are all regulated
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flash-line (Partiki Phasing Sequence) on a different axis, one vertical, one horizontal
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upon which more Partiki units will cluster and crystallize to build up the particle
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the sequences of Partiki Phasing or "flash-lines" that run on a diagonal

flash-lines of Partiki Phasing) , energy builds up in the Level-3 Kathara
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line projection and Partiki Phasing rate of the Oimensionalized Auric Field Levels of the
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regulatory rhythms of Partiki Phasing, expansion and contraction of consciousness, and
vibration -oscillation
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original Omi-polar Partiki Antematter state. Through strand fusion the biological carbon-
based biology
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of consciousness (Partiki, Partika and Particum) assembling in specific mathematical-
geometrical ratios to
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or flashlines of Partiki Phasing, that are blocked out of the personal morphogenetic field

inherent sequences of Partiki Phasing, that cannot translate through the personal
morphogenetic field due
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of electro-tonal Partiki units that form the crystalline seals of which the dimensions-

constructed. Through the Partiki Phasing flash-line projections of the Telluric Shield, the "
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composed of Frequencies/ Partiki Phasing Flash-line Sequences of the 10th, 11th and 12th

Page:  119

will awaken dormant Partiki Phasing Flash-lines and activate dormant portions of the Kathara

Page:  126

the whole dimensional Partiki Phasing flash-line sequences), plus a reflection set of the

and override any Partiki Phasing flash-line pattern from the lower dimensional fields. The

distorted imprint of Partiki-Phasing flash-line sequences, within the entire Kathara Grid 12-
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repeating sequence of Partiki Phasing Flash-lines - "flashing on and off" cycles

fusion/contraction of Partiki Units. A SUB-FREQUENCY BAND is a fixed, repeating sequence

the Frequency Band Partiki Phasing sequence. A FREQUENCY SUB-HARMONIC represents a
replica of
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impulse born of Partiki Phasing. The energy of your higher stations of identity, and
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to restore distorted Partiki Phasing Sequences and Scalar wave arrangements within the 3
Levels

Page:  173

the faster-moving Partiki Phasing Flashline Sequences of higher dimensional frequency bands
from running

frequency (slower Partiki Phasing rhythm) Telluric Currents can affect temporary beneficial
change in
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by the specific Partiki Phasing Rhythm for that dimension. A specific dimensional frequency
band

frequency bands (Partiki Phasing Rhythms) for specific applications. The Color Cap Stones for
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Template composed of Partiki Units and Scalar-Waves . The first Manifestation Template is

energetic relationship and Partiki Phasing Sequences that individual identities in time must
re-evolve
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manifests as literal Partiki Phasing Sequence distortions that create misshapen scalar-wave
groupings within
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malfunctions within the Partiki Phasing Programs within the Kathara Centers of the Level-1

one cycle of Partiki Phasing Sequences). Each incarnate represents a TIME VECTOR. The
multiple
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a specific repeating Partiki Phasing Rhythm and Flash Line Sequence. Each individual
incarnate self

Centers the precise Partiki Phasing Rhythms that correspond to its particular placement within
the

Template, the dormant Partiki Phasing Rhythms that correspond to one"s other-time
incarnates are

Shield . The Partiki Phasing Flash Line Sequence programs within the embodied Kathara
Centers
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constant", allowing conscious Partiki units, particles, anti-particles and ante-particles to
accrete in

Body holds the Partiki units, consciousness and matter particulates, of its dimensional field,
into
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or 3-dimensional Partiki Grids. The Trion Units and Keylon Partiki Grids within them

Units and Keylon Partiki Grids within them are anchored upon a fixed field template
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Mions and Dions. Partiki, Keylons, Meajhons, Trions, Mions and Dions belong to a category
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Life Force Currents Partiki Units Planetary Merkaba Field (Units of Consciousness/Primal
Substance)

Units) 3-D Partiki Grid Keylon Units/Codes/Grid Morph. Keylon Thought-Form Field

Planetary Merkaba Field Partiki-+ Kathara Grid- Partika-Particum Maharic Shield Divine
Blueprint ... Keylon

Planetary Merkaba Field Partiki Units of consciousness. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series Presented
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Primal Units of Partiki. 2. Within the Kathara Grid Template, the Partiki Units pick

Grid Template, the Partiki Units pick up the mathematical-geometrical program from the
Maharic

dimensional electro-magnetic Partiki Grids called Keylons. The Keylons group together
mathematically, forming complex
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Planetary Merkaba Field Partiki Units) 11 . As pulse-1 contracts its hologram program
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tPianetary Merkaba Field Partiki -+Kathara Grid- Partika-Particum-+ Maharic Shield Divine
Blueprint -+
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1999A. Hayes 1. Partiki, Partika and Particum: Smallest units of energy-substance. Electro-
tonal

fusion generators. 2. Partiki Grids: The fabric of morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units
group

morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units group to form interwoven Strands, then Grids of
electro-

MA+ftR. 3. Partiki units continue to group or accrete upon the Partiki Grids,

accrete upon the Partiki Grids, forming A. Keylons - crystallizations of "frozen light"

~ Q of Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to electro-tonal programs of Keylon

of Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to electro-tonal programs of Keylon Codes, which
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Grid (morphogenetic Partiki grid). 1. Nada Hova- the Incarnate 10 (T aurenic
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known as Partika, Partiki and Particum. The Ultra-micro-particle units of consciousness enter
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Keylontic Science 1. Partiki, Partika and Particum: Smallest units of energy-substance.
Electro-tonal

Anti-matter 3. Partiki units continue to group or accrete upon the Partiki Grids,

accrete upon the Partiki Grids, forming A. Keylons - crystallizations of "frozen" light"

will manifest. 2. Partiki Grids: The fabric of morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units group

morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units group to form interwoven Strands, 4. Fire Letters:
then

Field of Keylons. Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to create the frequency bands that

Keylons. Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to create the frequency bands that make up
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the 5th dimensional Partiki grid - the station of Identity corresponding to the D-

the 2nd dimensional Partiki gird - the station of Identity corresponding to the D-
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Grid (morphogenetic Partiki grid). 1. Nada Hova- the Incarnate 10 (Taurenic Body)
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of consciousness called Partiki, Partika and Particum. These ultra-micro-particles form
geometrically arranged

form geometrically arranged Partiki Strands and Partiki Grids, that are the foundation "fabric"

Partiki Strands and Partiki Grids, that are the foundation "fabric" or template of

structure of interwoven Partiki units, due to the geometrical relationships between the light,
sound

is built. The Partiki Grids of the Crystal Body form the scalar grids of
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tonal consciousness called Partiki (electro-magnetic), Partika (base electrical transmitting



energy) and
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field construction. The Partiki Grids, formed by the Partiki units, possess an inherent
vibrational

formed by the Partiki units, possess an inherent vibrational rhythm that creates a cycling

a cycling of Partiki units into phases. In 1 phase the electro-magnetic Partiki

the electro-magnetic Partiki unit undergoes internal fission and releases a burst of polarized

Partika, the original Partiki de-manifests, or "flashes off", while th~ Particum and

the form of Partiki is released, the original Partiki is replicated and "flashes

released, the original Partiki is replicated and "flashes on", while the polarized Particum

This process of Partiki fission and fusion, which is called Partiki Phasing, takes place

which is called Partiki Phasing, takes place within every Partiki unit that composed the

place within every Partiki unit that composed the Partiki girds of morphogenetic fields. Each

that composed the Partiki girds of morphogenetic fields. Each Partiki unit thus, represents a

morphogenetic fields. Each Partiki unit thus, represents a fixed point of fission/fusion, as

that forms the Partiki unit. The scalar wave represents the standing burst of light

in the morphogenetic Partiki grid as fission and fusion synchronistically occur during the
process

the process of Partiki Phasing (Partiki units polarizing through fission to become Particum

Partiki Phasing (Partiki units polarizing through fission to become Particum and Partika, the

to replicate the Partiki unit). Particum are the base-magnetic (drawing/ receiving) units

particle manifestation. The Partiki represents the stage of Partiki Phasing in which the
particle/

the stage of Partiki Phasing in which the particle/ anti-particle fuses, "flashes

The dynamic of Partiki phasing creates a synchronized "flashing off and on" of

morphogenetic template of Partiki grids, or grids of Standing Scalar Waves, which are called

of multi-dimensional Partiki Phasing and Scalar Grid mechanics that are inherent to the
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fields of creation, Partiki Grids that form scalar fields, are mathematically structured upon
both
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ultra-microparticles - Partiki, Partika and Particum - that form the substance of the
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referred to as: Partiki, Partika and Particum. These crystalline micro particles of conscious,
electrified
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The crystalline lighUsound Partiki grids, of the MF construction, form along specific
geometrical designs
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known scientifically as: Partiki, Partika and Particum and group into complex geometrical
patterns ..
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of God, (Partiki, etc.), upon which MF"s are built, form the first building
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of consciousness (Partiki, etc.). There is a set pattern of organization inherent to
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of consciousness (Partiki, etc.) which take the form of crystallized or frozen sound.
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particle units called Partiki). The existing arrangement of Keylon Codes within the crystalline
morphogenetic
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energy units called Partiki, which span multiple dimensional fields. Consciousness itself does
not possess

is composed (Partiki), but consciousness uses form constructions such as the mind to

organized groupings of Partiki units or "electrotonal units of consciousness." The form
construction

of organizations of Partiki units that form a crystalline matrix upon and within which
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organizations of crystalline Partiki structure that form distinct bands of frequency-patterns of
electromagnetic,

energy substance of Partiki units-units of electrotonal consciousness- and thus the structures
of

are composed of Partiki units that group to form "interwoven fibers or strings

or strings of Partiki" called Partiki Grids. Partiki Grids further group to form Keylons,

of Partiki" called Partiki Grids. Partiki Grids further group to form Keylons, the crystalline

called Partiki Grids. Partiki Grids further group to form Keylons, the crystalline structures that
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Particum Mind, the Partiki Mind and the Partika Mind. Collectively called the Universal
Conscious
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is composed of Partiki units and Keylons, it exists as a minute crystalline blueprint
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also composed of Partiki and Keylons, it exists as a minute crystalline blueprint within
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is composed of Partiki units and Keylons, it exists as a minute crystalline blueprint
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is composed of Partiki units and Keylons. It exists as a minute crystalline blueprint
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of 15~Dimensional Partiki Mechanics and Unified Field Vibrational Mechanics and the
advanced spiritual
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particle units called Partiki, Partika and Particum. Scalar Waves exist within a fixed Scalar
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Partiki Phasing, Harmonics of Manifestation and Matter Density 1. Partiki, Partika

Matter Density 1. Partiki, Partika and Particum: Smallest units of energy-substance. Electro-
tonal

Rights Reserved 1. Partiki Phasing - expansion/ fission/ "flash on" and contraction/ fusion/
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the form of Partiki Units - into specific geometrical arrangements. Each dimension contains a

geometrical arrangement of Partiki Units for that dimension. DNA represents a program of
interwoven
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CALLED ANTE-MATTER PARTIKI. THESE FIXED POINTS OF FREQUENCY FORM SCALAR-
STANDING· WAVES,
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Scalar Grids 1. Partiki, Partika and Part/cum: Smallest unils of energy-substance. Electro-

fusion generators. 2. Partiki Grids: The fabric of morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units
group

morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units group to fomn interwoven Strands, then Grids of
electro-

Unified Field of Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to create the frequency bands that

of Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to create the frequency bands that make up

Anti-matter 3. Partiki units continue to group or accrete upon the Partiki Grids,

accrete upon the Partiki Grids, forming A. Keylons- crystallizations of "frozen light" (

made of interwoven Partiki Grids. The electro-tonal units of consciousness out of which

out of which Partiki Grids fomn create standing wave patterns- scalar wave grids, which

specific ordered interrelationship. Partiki Grids form upon the core geometrical-mathematical
structure of the
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1. Partiki, Partika and Particum: Smallest units of energy-substance. Electro-tonal

Antt-matter 1. Partiki Phasing- expansion/ fission/ "flash on" and contraction/ fusionfflash
off"of
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RELATIONSHIPS ill2000ANNA~AYES PARTIKI ANTE-PARTICLE UNIVERSE PARTIKA ANTI-
PARTIC LE UNIVERSE "1-----!
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ENERGY OF CONSCIOUSNESS.-PARTIKI UNITS, THE MEDIUM OF CREATION. THEY FORM
SCALAR-STANDING WAVE
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of IS-Dimensional Partiki Mechanics and Unified Field Vibrational Mechanics and the advanced



spiritual
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ENERGY OF CONSCIOUSNESS, PARTIKI UNITS, THE MEDIUM OF CREATION. THEY FORM
SCALARSTANDING WAVE FREQUENCY
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conscious energy called PARTIKI that exist as Omnipolar points affixed vibration. Partiki units
are

points affixed vibration. Partiki units are the smallest building blocks of matter, and they

enters manifestation. • Partiki units are Omni-polar (containing the potentials for all

Omni-polar state, Partiki units exist as invisible, fixed points of sound vibration, forming

resonant tone). When Partiki units are in their Omni-polar state they exist as

to their design, Partiki units break apart to form Bi-polar waves, while replicating

Standing Waves of Partiki units break down into two sub-units, subtones, called PARTICUM-

Base Tones and PARTIKI-Overtones, interconnected units of BI-POLAR LIGHT RADIATION
that form

of Particum and Partiki will reunite through Internal Fusion. • PARTICUM units form the

the Ante-matter PARTIKI units through which they manifest. The effects of ELECTRICAL AND

the Ante-matter Partiki unit that units them. • Particum-Particle units represent the

the Ante-matter Partiki template, Partika-Ante-particles and Particum-particles are brought
into

matter state of Partiki units. Once returned to the Partiki state, the process repeats

returned to the Partiki state, the process repeats as the Partiki creates Fission and

repeats as the Partiki creates Fission and replication. Partiki, Particum and Partika units
represent

Fission and replication. Partiki, Particum and Partika units represent PHASES that Primal
Substance energy

process by which Partiki units perpetually convert conscious energy into Bi-polar Light
Radiation

contraction) is called PARTIKI PHASING. Through perpetual cycles of Partiki Phasing, matter
units "

perpetual cycles of Partiki Phasing, matter units "flash on" through fission, into Bi-



between rates of Partiki Phasing. • Consciousness in the form of Partiki Units is

the form of Partiki Units is the PRIMAL SUBSTANCE of which the cosmos is

is structured and Partiki Phasing is the perpetual PRIMAL ACT of reciprocal fission and
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Primal Substance of PARTIKI UNITS. Partiki units draw together or ACCRETE to form PARTIKI

of PARTIKI UNITS. Partiki units draw together or ACCRETE to form PARTIKI STRINGS.
Following

ACCRETE to form PARTIKI STRINGS. Following a set mathematical and geometrical design
inherent to

to their form, Partiki Strings interweave and overlap, forming a "Fabric of Light

Sound" called a PARTIKI GRID. A Partiki Grid is a fixed pattern of interwoven

PARTIKI GRID. A Partiki Grid is a fixed pattern of interwoven Bipolar Scalar-Waves

Manifestation Templates. A Partiki Grid is a SCALAR GRID. • Following the precise
mathematical

the manifesting consciousness, Partiki Grids further accrete, drawing in more Partiki Units,
forming groups

drawing in more Partiki Units, forming groups of Partiki units that are arranged following

forming groups of Partiki units that are arranged following 3 different rhythms of Partiki

different rhythms of Partiki Phasing. Tri·phase groupings of Partiki Units form patterns

phase groupings of Partiki Units form patterns of Scalar-wave and Tri-tone wave

different rates of Partiki Phasing. The Cosmic Manifestation Template is called the ENERGY
MATRIX.

different, but interwoven, Partiki Phasing rhythms (rhythms of expansion and contraction of
energy).

15 rhythms of Partiki Phasing creates one DIMENSION. A Dimension is a set pattern

cycle of singular Partiki Phasing rhythms that contains within it 12 smaller rhythms of

smaller rhythms of Partiki Phasing. Each Dimensional Manifestation Template creates a set of
fixed

pattern of specific Partiki Phasing Rhythms, or EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION RATIOS OF
ENERGY CIRCULATION,

intrinsic rates of Partiki Phasing. One Time Matrix is thus a 15-Dimensional Scalar

repeating pattern of Partiki Flash Line Sequences, or a repeating cycle of specific ratios
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repeating sequence of Partiki Phasing Flash-lines - "flashing on and off" cycles

fusion/contraction of Partiki Units. A SUB-FREQUENCY BAND is a fixed, repeating sequence

the Frequency Band Partiki Phasing sequence. A FREQUENCY SUB-HARMONIC represents a
replica of
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of energy called Partiki, Partika and Particum. These 3 Primal Units of conscious energy
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oscillation within the Partiki that compose them, to create within themselves the first entry
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between sets of Partiki Scalar Grids to set the mathematical relationships that create the
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Consciousness are called Partiki; they represent the units of the consciousness of God. Partiki

consciousness of God. Partiki Units represent the Primal Substance of which all manifest
expression
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Primal Substance of Partiki Units is organized by will of God into specific geometrical

and mathematical arrangements, Partiki units interact with each other in a manner that
creates

God occurs as Partiki Units polarize and split to form Particum and Partika Units,

The polarization of Partiki units initiates the perpetual act of Primal Fission, or the

Primal Fission in Partiki units there is a reciprocal act of Primal Fusion, through

replicate the original Partiki unit from which they emerged. • By the directive of

consciousness of God, Partiki Units, set externalized creation in motion through the perpetual
acts

the Divine Blueprint, Partiki Units group to form Partiki Strings, then Partiki Grids, which

group to form Partiki Strings, then Partiki Grids, which through their inherent act of

Partiki Strings, then Partiki Grids, which through their inherent act of internal and perpetual

conscious-energy. The Partiki Grids upon which God"s Primal Order is structured are
composed

arranged grouping of Partiki Units that perpetually cycle in synchronized internal Fission and
Fusion

a process called Partiki Phasing. • When the fixed vibration of a Partiki unit

vibration of a Partiki unit phases into polarization via Fission, it becomes 2 simultaneously

of the original Partiki, the original Ante-matter Thermoplasmic radiation of the Divine
Blueprint.

Unified Field of Partiki Grids composed of Primal Substance forms an intricate interweaving of
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externalized manifest expression. Partiki Grids are composed of geometrically arranged
interwoven Scalar-wave points.



Scalar-wave points. Partiki Grids form the Scalar Grid of the Universal Unified Field

Conscious Energy. • Partiki Grids represent a Unified Scalar Field of God"s Conscious
Awareness

consciousness of God, Partiki Units, that form the Primal Substance of the Scalar Field

fixed arrangement of Partiki Units, set by the intelligence of God, forms the Primal
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field of God, Partiki Units exist in a constant state of fusion: fixed vibration
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Fission. The Fused Partiki Units of the Khundaray undergo internal Fission and polarization,
replicate
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Primal Order of Partiki Units out of which both the Gold/Polaric and Amethyst/

Page:  67

tonal vibration called Partiki, are isolated within the greater Whole. These Partiki Unit primal

greater Whole. These Partiki Unit primal vibrations are then placed into energetic
interrelationship with

as a singular Partiki unit vibration, an The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
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exist as two Partiki unit tonal-vibration fields, one faster-moving Over Tone and

as the singular Partiki Unit tonal-vibration field of the Eckah Grandeyanas identity Blue

of 12 conscious Partiki Unit tonal-vibration fields called Yanas consciousness gestalts or the
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of Primal Substance Partiki Unit arrangements that collectively form a fixed, Partiki scalar-
standing-

form a fixed, Partiki scalar-standing-wave field of inaudible sound vibration, which manifests
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fusion within the Partiki Units that compose them. Through a perpetual, repeating cycle of

geometrical interrelationships between Partiki Units, fission and fusion within Partiki Units
begins; this process

and fusion within Partiki Units begins; this process is called Partiki Phasing. In internal

process is called Partiki Phasing. In internal Partiki fission, the whole Partiki Unit vibration

Phasing. In internal Partiki fission, the whole Partiki Unit vibration separates into 12 sub-

fission, the whole Partiki Unit vibration separates into 12 sub-vibrations; the 12 sub-



replicates the original Partiki sound vibration), while the other wave-form contracts (returns

of the original Partiki sound vibration) at a specific mathematical ratio to the expansion.

fixed groupings of Partiki Units creates a repeating cycle of vibrational variance and energetic

results from internal Partiki fission and fusion creates the base energetic tension between
Partiki

energetic tension between Partiki Units through which primal electrical and magnetic force
and the

intrinsic dynamics of Partiki Phasing. Sound becomes light becomes sound becomes light etc.,
forming

of Primal Substance Partiki Unit arrangements that collectively form a fixed, Partiki scalar-
standing-

form a fixed, Partiki scalar-standing-wave field. The scalar-standing-wave field, or

wave field, or Partiki Grid, of the Kee-Ra-ShA exists as an eternal

geometrical arrangements of Partiki units that represent the core formation of energy, or
primal

arrangements of conscious Partiki units that form the multidimensional energy-grid template,
or Universal
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formed from the Partiki Unit arrangement of each of 12 dimensional fields. Each Signet
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Line Sequences, or Partiki Phasing Rhythms, characteristic to the 3 dimensions of which the

dynamics of synchronistic Partiki Phasing, each 3-Dimensional Scalar Shield manifests a 3-
DIMENSIONAL

by synchronistic, dimensionalized Partiki Phasing form within the 15-Dimensional Time Matrix
5 separate
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The program for Partiki Phasing and Vibration-Oscillation for each Dimensional Frequency
Band is

primary Sequences of Partiki Phasing that transmit the electro-tonal programs held within the

control center for Partiki Phasing rhythms throughout the Kathara Line System. The 12
Primary
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Line Sequences (Partiki Phasing "flashing on and off" rhythms) of various fixed
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the speed of Partiki Phasing between the 3 Flash Line Sequences that make up

energy with different Partiki Phasing Rhythms.). When a 3-Dimensional Merkaba Field
expands to



set variances of Partiki Phasing Rhythms within their 3-Dimensional Time Cycle. At certain

energy with faster Partiki Phasing rhythm) enters the planet"s Manifestation Template, the
Merkaba Field
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scalar waves and Partiki Phasing Rhythms through manifestation is entered, which is the
pattern
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energy with rapid Partiki Phasing rhythms) are collected and stored at Templar Sites in

polar Ante-matter Partiki Units. The 12 Primary Axi-A-Tonal Lines and 12

Page:  193

Paralle.l Gaia PARTIKI ANTE-PARTICLE UNIVERSE 0·9 (8.5) 0·
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Primal Units of Partiki. 2. Within the Kathara Grid Template, the Partiki Units pick

Grid Template, the Partiki Units pick up the mathematical-geometrical program from the
Maharic

dimensional electro-magnetic Partiki Grids called Keylons. The Keylons group together
mathematically, forming complex
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Planetary Merkaba Field Partiki Units) 11. As pulse-1 contracts its hologram program moving
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lanetary Merkaba Field Partiki Kathara Grid-Partika-Particum Maharic Shield Divine Blueprint
Keylon Morp
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all starts here: Partiki, Partika and Particurn and the ManU, the EirA and the
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Emanations of Eckasha: Partiki, PartikA, Particum and Keylons of Creation The Primal
Substance of

and Flashlines (Partiki Phasing) and the Cosmic Ka-Tha-Ra (Light-Sound-

pulses of consciousness; Partiki Phasing); sets Particle Pulsation Rhythm or the speed at
which

Page:  20

Scalar Grids 1. Partiki, Partika and Particum: Smallest units of energy-substance. Electro-
tonal

fusion generators. 2. Partiki Grids: The fabric of morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units
group

morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units group to form interwoven Strands, then Grids of
electro-

Unified Field of Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to create the frequency bands that

of Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to create the frequency bands that make up

Anti-matter 3. Partiki units continue to group or accrete upon the Partiki Grids,

accrete upon the Partiki Grids, forming A. Keylons- crystallizations of "frozen light" (

made of interwoven Partiki Grids. The electro-tonal units of consciousness out of which

out of which Partiki Grids form create standing wave patterns- scalar wave grids, which

specific ordered interrelationship. Partiki Grids form upon the core geometrical-mathematical
structure of the

Page:  23

The program for Partiki Phasing and Vibration-Oscillation for each Dimensional Frequency
Band is

primary sequences of Partiki Phasing that transmit the electro-tonal programs held within the

control center for Partiki Phasing rhythms throughout the Kathara Line System. 3 Vertical
Kathara
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Divine Source (Partiki-Reions-Raeons-lonons-Neutrons) ManA G od~seed/"Ka"- pre-

Page:  31



ManU Field (Partiki] Telluric: Shield Phase Cu<rents D 1 • 3 31

Page:  34

SpiriVDivine Source creates Partiki-Reion·Raeqn-/onon-Neutron units · ManA~"Ka"", the

Page:  35

Life Force Currents Partiki Units Planetary Merkaba Field (Units of Consciousness/Primal
Substance)

Units) 3-D Partiki Grid Keylon Units/Codes/Grid Morph. Keylon Thought-Form Field

Planetary Merkaba Field Partiki-+ Kathara Grid - Partika-Particum Maharic Shield Divine
Blueprint-+ Keylon

Planetary Merkaba Field Partiki Units of consciousness. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series Presented

Page:  37

Primal Units of Partiki. 2. Within the Kathara Grid Template, the Partiki Units pick

Grid Template, the Partiki Units pick up the mathematical-geometrical program from the
Maharic

dimensional electro-magnetic Partiki Grids called Keylons. The Keylons group together
mathematically, forming complex

Page:  39

Planetary Merkaba Field Partiki Units) 11. As pulse-1 contracts, its hologram program moving
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Planetary Merkaba Field Partiki-+ Kathara Grid- Partika-Particum ... Maharic Shield Divine
Blueprint -+

Page:  50

Planetary Merkaba Field Partiki Kathara Grid-Partika-Particum Maharic Shield Divine Blueprint
Keylon Morp
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ManU (first Partiki consciousness unit - Divine Spirit WombCosmic Void-Eternal Stillpoint), the
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Externalization Primal Units, Partiki, Partika and Particum are the carriers of Primal Force -
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Primal Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 non-dimensional levels of

Primal Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 12 Dimensions of the Time

Page:  84



The program for Partiki Phasing and Vibration-Oscillation for each Dimensional Frequency
Band is

primary sequences of Partiki Phasing that transmit the electro-tonal programs held within the

control center for Partiki Phasing rhythms throughout the Kathara Line System. The 12
Primary

Page:  91

ManU VOID, tst Partiki Unit of God Force Attention: The "Stiii""Point" I
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Line Sequences, or Partiki Phasing Rhythms, characteristic to the 3 dimensions of which the

dynamics of synchronistic Partiki Phasing, each 3-Dimensional Scalar Shield manifests a 3-
DIMENSIONAL

by synchronistic, dimensionalized Partiki Phasing form within the 15-Dimensional Time Matrix
5 separate

Page:  96

the speed of Partiki Phasing between the 3 Flash Line Sequences that make up

energy with different Partiki Phasing Rhythms.). When a 3-Dimensional Merkaba Field
expands to

set variances of Partiki Phasing Rhythms within their 3-Dimensional Time Cycle. At certain

energy with faster Partiki Phasing rhythm) enters the planet"s Manifestation Template, the
Merkaba Field
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scalar waves and Partiki Phasing Rhythms through which manifestation is entered, which is
the
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energy with rapid Partiki Phasing rhythms) are collected and stored at Templar Sites in

polar Ante-matter Partiki Units. The 12 Primary Axi-ATonal Lines and 12 Secondary
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limited reception of Partiki units flowing from Source, and thus the amount of
mathematicalgeometrical
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of the smaller Partiki, Partika and Particum units (see page 434) that form

scalar-standing-wave Partiki Grid Template and the manifest quarks, mesons, mueons, and
sub-

Page:  433

energy units called Partiki. Keylons group with other Keylons to form dimensionalized,
crystalline structures

Page:  434

KEYLONTIC SCIENCE 1. Partiki: Partiki represent the units of crystalline morphogenetic
substance out of

anti-particles emerge. Partiki are units of electro-tonal energy-identity that emanate from

called the Yunasai. Partiki are the primary units of energy that form all matter,

creative cosmic source. Partiki are the organizational intelligence and operational "life-force
fuel"

manifestations and consciousness. Partiki operate as minute self-regenerating "fission-fusion
generators." Through

cosmos is composed. Partiki are the smallest units of energy in the cosmos (

800 billion billion Partiki units in an average 3-dimensional photon) . They exist

fission and fusion, Partiki manufacture two intrinsic sub-units of crystalline morphogenetic
substance that

particles manifest. The Partiki sub-units that pulsate the fastest are called Partika and

rhythm through which Partiki units will group to form anti-particles. Partiki sub-units

form anti-particles. Partiki sub-units that pulsate more slowly and appear in conjunction

rhythm through which Partiki units will group to form particles that are a slower

particles. Together the Partiki, Partika and Particum set the foundations for particle and anti-

is manufactured. Each Partiki perpetually breaks down into Particum and Partika, particle and
anti-

replicating the original Partiki, through the act of internal fission. The replication serves to

Page:  435



to draw other Partiki units from the Unified Field. The Particum and Partika are

of the original Partiki out of which they were created. During fusion the Particum

the form of Partiki units back into the morphogenetic structure of the original Partiki,

of the original Partiki, which expands the original pattern while retaining its organic integrity.

from the original Partiki through the Cosmic Matrix and the Particum perpetually draw energy

form of the Partiki, expanding its original form. Through this dynamic a perpetual motion,

and eternally sustained. Partiki can be viewed in spiritual terms as units of the

are composed of Partiki and thus all things, beings and consciousness are intrinsically holy

God-substance of Partiki allows for individuation of form and identity to be created,

takes place. 2. Partiki Grids: Partiki units group by like polarization, electrical Partika to

2. Partiki Grids: Partiki units group by like polarization, electrical Partika to Partika, magnetic

energy units called Partiki Strands. Partiki Strands group with other such strands to form

called Partiki Strands. Partiki Strands group with other such strands to form geometrical "

These templates of Partiki units are called Partiki Grids and they form a Unified

units are called Partiki Grids and they form a Unified Field of living energy

consciousness possess a Partiki Grid at the core of their individual structure that holds

matter. The personal Partiki Grid is intimately interwoven with the greater Partiki Grid of

with the greater Partiki Grid of the Cosmic Unified Field. All things are eternally,

reality of the Partiki Grids. Following the pattern of organizational intelligence set by the

carried within the Partiki units, Partiki Grids draw in more units of Partiki from

the Partiki units, Partiki Grids draw in more units of Partiki from the Unified

more units of Partiki from the Unified Field, forming more complex geometrical arrangements
of

geometrical arrangements of Partiki Strands which become the crystalline dimensionalized
templates upon which all

rms are constructed. Partiki strands represent the fibers out of which individuated morpho-
435
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manifestation of form. Partiki Grids represent the morphogenetic fabrics into which tapestries
of crystalline

dimensionalized, geometrically formed Partiki composites, composed of more complex
arrangements of Partiki Strands that

complex arrangements of Partiki Strands that form around the base structure of the Partiki

structure of the Partiki Grids. Keylons are minute crystalline structures composed of Partiki
that

structures composed of Partiki that form the dimensionality of consciousness and matter.
Keylons and



Keylons and the Partiki within them are the "building blocks of frequency" or

contraction-retraction of Partiki units throughout the cosmos and within the Partiki Grids of

and within the Partiki Grids of all forms. They set the foundation structures upon

matter are built. Partiki units set the base electromagnetic fields through which
dimensionalization takes

contours of how Partiki units will built up into form within those electromagnetic fields.

out-flow of Partiki unit energy within the morphogenetic blueprint of a form into
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manner in which Partiki units will move through the form and the type of

serves to direct Partiki units from the Dimensional Unified Fields into particle or antiparticle

channels through which Partiki unit energy from the auric field flows into the particle

Codes, Keylons and Partiki units, just as the physical body is composed of these
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composed of specific Partiki configurations that make up frequencies of sound and spectra of

and replication that Partiki units will follow within the Keylon Code structure of the

the relationships between Partiki units in the Crystal Body, which translates into operational
instructions
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system: 1. Morphogenetic Partiki Units of pure undifferentiated consciousness, 2.
Morphogenetic Partiki Strands, 3.

consciousness, 2. Morphogenetic Partiki Strands, 3. Morphogenetic Partiki Grids, 4.
Morphogenetic Keylons, 5. Keylon

Strands, 3. Morphogenetic Partiki Grids, 4. Morphogenetic Keylons, 5. Keylon Code Crystal
Body composite

tonal units of Partiki), the Sub-conscious Symbol Codes (Light-Symbol Codes that
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Example of a Partiki Grid "Lines of Light," composed of minute, electro-tonal

minute, electro-tonal Partiki strands cross over and through each other, creating a myriad

and sound," or Partiki Grid. The Partiki Grid serves as a "collector" of

Partiki Grid. The Partiki Grid serves as a "collector" of Partiki units, pulling

"collector" of Partiki units, pulling in new Partiki. As Partiki units build up

pulling in new Partiki. As Partiki units build up within the Partiki grid, they

new Partiki. As Partiki units build up within the Partiki grid, they begin to

up within the Partiki grid, they begin to form more complex structures of electrotonal

and energy fields. Partiki Grids create the Unified Field of Energy and Consciousness, within



the patterns of Partiki fission /fusion and the patterns of refraction and replication

within the unified Partiki grid of the Cosmic Matrix. 1. Example of a Partiki

Example of a Partiki Grid of a sphere. 8 2. Examples of crystalline Keylons.

Code within the Partiki Grid of a sphere. The Keylon Code directs the refraction

the timing of Partiki fission and fusion, the angular relationships 440 0A~ ~~ G
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FIFTH WORLD between Partiki strands and the way energy will move through the Partiki

move through the Partiki Grid of the sphere from the Partiki Grid of the

sphere from the Partiki Grid of the Unified Field around it. All forms are

the angles of Partiki strand refraction within the Keylon code structures of a Partiki

structures of a Partiki grid. They direct the intervals at which fission and fusion

and fusion within Partiki units will take place and the way energy will move

Keylon codes and Partiki grid. In directing specific symbols of light in one dimension,

the dimension above. Partiki grids and Keylon codes must be programmed from the
dimension

Light-Symbol Codes. Partiki refraction patterns. 2. A Light-symbol code program entered into

code within a Partiki grid. "WELCOME TO THE FIFTH WORLD Many tribal cultures
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natural space-dust Partiki Units) any portions of the Ecka and Veca Universal Shields
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neutral-.lectrlcal charge PARTIKI units (eltpticalsphere-scalar-standing-particulate-waves)
that serve as
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"Time Pulsation!Partiki Phasing Rhythms" through which the "Arc of the Covenant"
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which is The partiki phasing rhythm, how fast or slow The partiki in The

or slow The partiki in The shield are turning on and off, The time
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time pulse of partiki pulsation rhythm, that this matrix was originally created from. So,
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accrete upon the Partiki Grids; fanning .. A. Keylons- crystallizations of •rrozen .

out of which Partiki Grids form create standing w~ve patterns- scalar wave grids,

speclflc ordered interrelationship. Partiki Grids form upon the core geometrical-mathematical
structure .of
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Divlne Source creates Partiki-Reion-RaeQn-/onon-Neutron units ManA·"Ka", the
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Planetary Merkaba Field Partiki Units of consciousness.
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Grid Proportions & Partiki Phasing · The Krist Code Kathaia Core Density Template represents

Structure through which Partiki · Primal Units group in the specific arrangements required to

Unit generation, via Partiki Phasing, through which perpetual energy supply, and thus Eternal
Life

transmit flows of Partikite and Partikate (Etheric} Spark. Units. The Kathara Lines fonn

upon which Partikatel Partikite Radiation Units, ."Sparks & Flows• emitted by the Signet

ons, Partikate & Partikite units continually .. interface at the specific angles and speeds

interface between · Partikite/ Partikata Spark Units as they release from Phasing Partiki to

release from Phasing Partiki to travel between Sjgnets. The proportions : of line length,

These attributes of Partikite/ Partikata Spark Unit Flow (combined with the Krist Code

that govern the Partiki Polarization Angles and Thrust-Force Distribution .. _,....-":;,C,-{"..:;~-
--++-t----*"

regeneration and circulation ofPartikite/ Partikata Spark. Unit Flows through which Living
Matter units are,

and angles arrange Partiki units in the specific manner required to establish the precise

resonan~ relativity between Partiki units through which the specific balanceS (of thrust-
force/

motionEternal Life of Partiki and Keylona) are created. Kathara Grids possessing proportional
and angular

Code structure arrange Partiki units in an inorganic manner, · a~ering the natural,

resonant relativity between Partiki units, changing the thrust-force/ polarity/ tension balances
between Pki/

a~er natural Partiki relativity and Partiki Unit Set energetic balances in the Core

Partiki relativity and Partiki Unit Set energetic balances in the Core Density Template causing

annihilation of the Partiki . ~------------------------~------------------~---------------------
-~ ?.
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greater Whole. These Partiki Unit primal vibrations are then placed into energetic
interrelationship with



as a singular Partiki unit vibration, an inaudible Resonant Tone fixed ·sound vibration

exist as tWo Partiki unit tonal-vibration fields, one faster-moving Over Tone and
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Primal Substance · Partiki Unit arrangements that collectively form a fixed, Partiki scalar-
standing-

form a fixed, Partiki scalar-standing-wave field of inaudible sound vibration, which manifests
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fusion within the Partiki Units that compose them. Through a perpetual, repeating cycle of

geometrical interrelationships between Partiki Units, fiss ion and fusion within Partiki Units
begins; this

and fusion within Partiki Units begins; this process is called Partiki Phasing. In internal

process is called Partiki Phasing. In internal Partiki fission, the whole Partiki Unit vibration

Phasing. In internal Partiki fission, the whole Partiki Unit vibration separates into 12 sub-

fission, the whole Partiki Unit vibration separates into 12 sub-vibrations; the 12 sub-

replicates the original Partiki sound vibration), while the other wave-form contracts (returns

fixed groupings of Partiki Units creates a repeating cycle ofvibrational variance and energetic
exchange

results from internal Partiki fission and fusion, creates the base energetic tension between
Partiki

energetic tension between Partiki Units through which primal electrical and magnetic force
and the

the intrinsic dynamics ofPartiki Phasing. Sound becomes light becomes sound becomes light
etc., forming

form a fixed, Partiki scalar-standing-wave field . The scalar-standing-wave field,

geometrical arrangements of Partiki units that represent the core formation of energy, or
primal

arrangements of conscious Partiki units that form the multidimensional energy-gr"id
template, or Universal
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"First Eternal Partiki": "Divine Father" "First Eternal Partika" "Divine Mother"

the process of Partiki Phasing 1he 4 Primal Eieyanic Shields H. ECKATIC SHIElD G.
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li!les of Partiki emerge • Th_e t 5 Rays_ancL121Joma-iris-a-
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SpiriVDivine Source creates Partiki-Reion-Raeqn-lonon"-Neutron unfts ManA·"Ka", the
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Eckasha "First Partiki" Unit in the Eckasha-A Base Shield engages ifs "
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A "First Partiki" Unit in the Eckasha-Aah Base Shield engages its "
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Pulse Rhvthm (Partiki Phasing Rhythm) Time Wave (Transfiguration Cycle) that sets the
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Base Pulse Rhythm Partiki Phasing Seed Atom Pulse) .
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Nodes are compound Partiki Unit Structures consisting of 2 groups of 3-Unit clusters.

2-Sets of Partiki do.minanU Pa rticum reces.sive Triad clusters. A Triad

on a common Partiki +/-/ 0 ve "Still Point". +ve Diodes have

common+/-/ 0 ve Partiki · U nil -ve Miodes have 2 Triad clusters,

through a common Partiki. +ve Diodes are thus "+ve Male Electrical Anodes"

Magnetic Cathodes". The Partiki Unit "Still~Point" is the NODE or "Point

-/ 0 ve. Partiki NODES drawn in 45 +/-/ 0 ve LOTOS Bick 111
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process of LatA Partiki · Phasing, by which the Transfiguration C¥cle and "
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Tubes of . Partikite Wave Radiation that blend & circulate Etheric-Atmic Ketheric currents

Spiral Tubes of Partikite Waves are called RADE/DNIC HELIDPATHS. The Partikite Waves of

DNIC HELIDPATHS. The Partikite Waves of Ketheric Spectra· that circulate through. them are
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into the . partiki Currents of !he Abnos & sub-atomic Expression 41
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step into the Partiki Currents ofthe Atmos & Sub-atomic Expression 4"6 Ecka~
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THE KATHARAGRID & PARTIKI PHASING Proportions & Angular Relationships of the Eternal
Life Kathara

through which phasing Partiki of the Keylon Codes within the 12 Kathara Centre (

"ftdWs of Partikite and Partikate (Etheric) Spark Units. The Kathara Lines form



upon which Partikate/ Partikite Radiation Units, "Sparks & Flows" emitted by the Signet

proportions, Partikate & Partikite units continually interface at the specific angles and speeds
required

of interface between Partikite/ Partikate Spark Units as they release from Phasing Partiki to

release from Phasing Partiki to travel between Signets. The proportions of line length, width

These attributes of Partikite/ P"artikate &park Unit Flow (combined with the

Code Ratios of Partiki Phasing that govern the PartikiPolarization Angles and Thrust-Force
Distribution

that govern the PartikiPolarization Angles and Thrust-Force Distribution through which
Partikite/ Partikate Spark

Distribution through which Partikite/ Partikate Spark Units are continually generated) alh;)w
for the

and circulation of Partikite/ Partikate Spark Unit Flows through which Living Matter-units are

Structure through which Partiki Primal Units group in the specific arrangements required to
enable

Unit generation, via Partiki-phasing, through which perpetual energy supply, and thus Eternal
Life
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of organisation between Partiki Standing Wave Units upon which the Shield Template will
form.

Such alteration of Partiki organisation changes the Ratios of Vibrational Coresonance
betWeen Partiki Units

Vibrational Coresonance betWeen Partiki Units which, in tum, changes the Ratio of Thrust-
Force

Force Distribution during Partiki Polarisation into Partika and Particum Units. The Krist Code
Thrust-

Force Distribution in Partiki Polarisation allows the Partiki unit to polarise, dividing into thrust

Polarisation allows the Partiki unit to polarise, dividing into thrust force in the specific

of the original Partiki Unit Axis from which they were projected into polarisation. Re-

along ifs original Partiki Zero Point Line allows the PC~PKA Pair to generate

to generate a Partiki-replicated Keylona Radiation Unit "Spark" at the Zero Point

merger with the Partiki. This, in tum, allows the Partiki to again replicate and

tum, allows the Partiki to again replicate and polarise to form another PCM-PKA

a Krist Code Partiki Unit; the thrust-force of the original Partiki is always

of the original Partiki is always renewed through the blended PCM-PKA Unit return,

the production of Partiki Replicate Keylon a Spark-Units is set into perpetual motion

aspects of the Partiki Phasing process known as "Zero Point Return", that allows

Page:  238



of the Partiki. It is the precise Krist Code Ratios of Thrust-Force,

Tension Balance between PartikiPartika-Particum Units that allow polarised PCM-PKA Unit
Pairs to

Zero Point Line" Partiki Axis, through which their return to the Partiki Unit, and

return to the Partiki Unit, and thus regeneration, is enabled. The thrust force/ polarity/

tension balances of Partiki/ Partika/ Particum unit sets is determined by the angular and

proportional relationships of Partiki units within the Kathara Core Density Template: The
angles and

the arrangement of Partiki units in relation to each other, the relativity of Partiki

the relativity of Partiki units to each other creates a vibrational co-resonance between

resonance between the Partiki units. The vibrational co-resonance between the Partiki units
governs

resonance between the Partiki units governs the thrust-force distribution, angular direction &
cyclic

momentum with which Partiki units will polarise into Partika & Particum to initiate Partiki

Particum to initiate Partiki Phasing. The Krist Code Kathara Core Density Template
proportions and

and angles arrange Partiki units in the specific manner required to establish the precise

resonant) relativity between Partiki units through which the specific balances (of thrust-force/

motionEternal Life of Partiki and Keylona) are created. Kathara Grids possessing proportional
and angular

Code structure arrange Partiki units in an inorganic manner, a~ering the natural, vibrationally

resonant, relativity between Partiki units, changing the thrust-force/ plarity/ tension balances
between Pki/

a~er natural Partiki relativity and Partiki Unit Set energetic balances in the Core

Partiki relativity and Partiki Unit Set energetic balances in the Core Density Template causing

annihilation of the Partiki. Alteration of Partiki Relativity and Partiki Unit Set Balances (

Partiki. Alteration of Partiki Relativity and Partiki Unit Set Balances (characteristic of inorganic

Partiki Relativity and Partiki Unit Set Balances (characteristic of inorganic Kathara Grids)
prevents

alignment with the Partiki Unit from which they emerged, causing PCM & PKA to

provided by the Partiki through opening of the zero-pointline. When PKA & PCM

units of a Partiki Set encounter each other for merger, without the Partiki neutral

merger, without the Partiki neutral 0-charge through which they can re-combine, the

of the original Partiki. When the PCMI PKA Units enter fusion without the neutral

without the neutral Partiki 0-charge "buffer"" that keeps PCM & PKA Unit

of the original Partiki unit the PKA-PCM units are forced, via their spin

Etheric KAy-Lor Partiki spark radiation units that naturally combine with AeyLor atomic Partiki



with AeyLor atomic Partiki spark units during Partiki Phasing (to form the Key-

spark units during Partiki Phasing (to form the Key-Lor units of which
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quantum of the Partiki) due to their misaligned fusion axis without the Partiki neutral

axis without the Partiki neutral charge buffer, the smaller thrust PCM unit generates a

unit possessing differential Partiki thrust-force (the difference between original PKA & PCM

through Krist Code Partiki Phasing. Normally, due to their natural charge, phaselocked
internal structure
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IMPRINT of the Partiki Unit The original Partiki Unit Standing-Wave from which the

Unit The original Partiki Unit Standing-Wave from which the "Fallen" PKA-PCM

relativity the living Partiki unit will draw the co-resonant Atrna unit back to

with its original Partiki Source. As the Atma residual unit returns to its Partiki

returns to its Partiki it is drawn back into the Living Partiki Base Shiek:

into the Living Partiki Base Shiek:l as ari "Undifferentiated Sub-unit of

of the Living Partiki Standing-Wave. Thus, under usual circumstances of CaL-OR unit

Grid damage), the Partiki unit retains its structural integrity and its inherent ability to

to their original Partiki once they have expanded their finite quantum of thrust-force.

form, and the Partiki Grid Shield Templates upon which the morphogenetic field blueprint of
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cycle. - "Partiki Light units" are called Partikates, which are the tangible effect

the product of Partiki phasing. Of+!· Unit · _-...,...._ Zero pkA Loti unit

fixed point in partiki. •Pcm LatE" unit . Staff \ 7 " J

. 45" When Partiki units polarize during partiki phasing to form the+ partika and

units polarize during partiki phasing to form the+ partika and the- particum photo-negative

the photo-negative partiki unit standing wave. 23(:,
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Base Pulse Rhythm Partiki Phasing Seed Atom Pulse) K2-3 Manual Page 176
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Nodes are compound Partiki Unit Structures consisting of 2 groups of 3-Unit clusters.

2-Sets of Partiki dominanUParticum recessive Triad clusters. A Triad cluster is 1 -

on a common Partiki +/-/0 ve "Still-Point." +ve Diodes have

+/-10 ve Partiki Unit. -ve Miodes have 2 Triad clusters, each with

a>-+-<:!)...+-(2).. common Partiki. +ve Diodes are thus "+ve Male Electrical Anodes"

Magnetic Cathodes." The Partiki Unit "Still-Point" is the NODE or "Point

1-10 ve Partiki NODES draw in 45 +/-lOve LOTOS Units from the
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2-Sets of Partiki dominant/ Particum recessive Triad clusters. A Triad cluster is 1-

r--":tlla common Partiki +/-/ 0 ve "Still Point". +ve Diodes have

through a common Partiki. +ve Diodes are thus "+ve Male Electrical Anodes"
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step into the Partiki Currents of the Atmos & Sub-atomic Expression
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the Pulsar Ketheric Partikite Wave Pulses of the Radeionic Heliopath "Tubes of light"
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25 Electro-tonal Partiki Units CS-HB 4 14 Jan 2004 27
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Section Page Morphogenetic Partiki Grid MR-HB 3A 30 Morphogenetic Partiki Grid CS-HB

3A 30 Morphogenetic Partiki Grid CS-HB 6 21 Morphogenetic Partiki Grids KS-HB

6 21 Morphogenetic Partiki Grids KS-HB 4 16 Morphogenetic Planetary Shields PH-HB
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H8 6 20 Partiki DFLi-H8 5 Partiki MR-H8 18 11 Partiki KS-

DFLi-H8 5 Partiki MR-H8 18 11 Partiki KS-H8 2 5 Partiki

H8 18 11 Partiki KS-H8 2 5 Partiki KS-H8 2 6 Partiki

H8 2 5 Partiki KS-H8 2 6 Partiki CS-H8 4 14 Partiki

H8 2 6 Partiki CS-H8 4 14 Partiki CS-H8 6 20 Partiki

H8 4 14 Partiki CS-H8 6 20 Partiki PH-H8 6 35 Partiki

H8 6 20 Partiki PH-H8 6 35 Partiki VV-2/8 Appendix 2

H8 6 35 Partiki VV-2/8 Appendix 2 453 Partiki Grid KS-H8

Appendix 2 453 Partiki Grid KS-H8 5 22 Partiki Grid KS-H8 3

H8 5 22 Partiki Grid KS-H8 3 10 Partiki Grid - Example VV-

H8 3 10 Partiki Grid - Example VV-2/8 Appendix 2 460 Partiki

Appendix 2 460 Partiki Grids DFLi-H8 5 Partiki Grids MR-H8 18 11

DFLi-H8 5 Partiki Grids MR-H8 18 11 Partiki Grids KS-H8 2

H8 18 11 Partiki Grids KS-H8 2 5 Partiki Grids KS-H8 2

H8 2 5 Partiki Grids KS-H8 2 6 Partiki Grids KS-H8 2

H8 2 6 Partiki Grids KS-H8 2 7 Partiki Grids CS-H8 6

H8 2 7 Partiki Grids CS-H8 6 20 Partiki Grids CS-H8 6

H8 6 20 Partiki Grids CS-H8 6 23 Partiki Grids PH-H8 1

H8 6 23 Partiki Grids PH-H8 1 6 Partiki Grids VV-2/8

H8 1 6 Partiki Grids VV-2/8 Appendix 2 454 Partiki Phasing IC-



Appendix 2 454 Partiki Phasing IC-H8 8 Partiki Phasing AR/8 6 Partiki

IC-H8 8 Partiki Phasing AR/8 6 Partiki Phasing KA1-M Chapter 1

AR/8 6 Partiki Phasing KA1-M Chapter 1 24 Partiki Phasing, Harmonics of

Chapter 1 24 Partiki Phasing, Harmonics of Manifestation and Matter Density KA1-M 25

KA1-M 25 Partiki Units KS-H8 2 7 Partiki Units KS-H8 5

H8 2 7 Partiki Units KS-H8 5 21 Partiki, Partika, and Particum PH-

H8 5 21 Partiki, Partika, and Particum PH-H8 1 6 Partiki-Particum Ratio

H8 1 6 Partiki-Particum Ratio KS-H8 5 21 Partiki-Particum Ratio CS-

H8 5 21 Partiki-Particum Ratio CS-H8 4 14 Passage Codes DFLo-H8
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18 Primal Substance: Partiki, Partika, Particum KA1-M Chapter 1 14 Primal Units DFLo-

2 7 Primary Partiki Grid Lines KS-HB 2 7 Primary Star Gates LAL
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rns to undifferentiated Partiki units "Etheric space dust". Dimensional Etheric Body Starburst
Point
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units annihilate to Partiki, the Krist re-encryption activates within Dimensional Etheric units
bearing

Etheric Space-dust" Partiki units from the imploded Dimensional Etheric Crystal Body enter a
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Shield Spin and Partiki Phasing, which controls Base Pulse Rhythms, which controls Personal
Axiom
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process from the Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 right down to the Monad and

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 right down to the Monad and Krystallah (and

Page:  6

Primal Order of Partiki Units out of which both the Gold/Polaric and Amethyst/

tonal vibration called Partiki, are isolated within the greater whole. These Partiki Unit Primal

greater whole. These Partiki Unit Primal Vibrations are then placed into energetic
interrelationship with

Page:  7

Fission. The Fused Partiki Units of the Khundaray undergo internal Fission and polarization,
replicate

results from internal Partiki fission and fusion creates the base energetic tension between
Partiki

energetic tension between Partiki Units through which the 3 Primal Sound Currents of the

intrinsic dynamics of Partiki phasing. Sound becomes light becomes sound becomes light etc.,
forming
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or 3-dimensional Partiki Grids. The Trion Units and Keylon Partiki Grids within them

Units and Keylon Partiki Grids within them are anchored upon a fixed field template
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us back to partiki instantly, even if you tried. Back to that evac notice.
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creation, it"s the partiki, it breaks into a partika and a particum, anti-particle
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smaller actually than partiki. There are smaller things that are subunits. Partiki are the

that are subunits. Partiki are the smallest things that are acknowledged as units. When

When you break partiki apart, you get subunits. So, there are subunits that are

comes out of partikis phasing, where they polarize, split, and then are attracted back

they become another partiki unit, so a replication occurs. So, all this has to

to do with partiki phasing, which is a very scientific process that has to

something like that? Partiki can also be very big when you get up to

the process of partiki phasing. So, these grids, they"ve arranged themselves in specific
mathematical

angle at which partiki and their subunits crash into other to make more sparks.

happen in the partiki phasing process. It allows for something called backflow, which is

center of the partiki, the original the partiki moved into at the beginning of

the original the partiki moved into at the beginning of manifestation. That closes when

closes when the partiki __ .There"s a certain set of interrelationships of little

contained in every partiki. These are called an encryption. Everything has an encryption in

Every unit or partiki has an encryption. The Krist code is a specific encryption

within the first partiki, because the first partiki is the unit that is a

because the first partiki is the unit that is a unit of the consciousness
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into the first partiki, upon which and in which all creation takes place. So,
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first and second partiki and the eternal lotus seed. According to the mathematical
configuration
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including every single partiki in the Universe has an encryption. Eternal Life emerged from

into the first partiki in a Gelleziac state, called the KRIST CODE. From this
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made of 3 partiki and it has been phasedlocked in the upside down position

phases like a partiki, but it also pulls into and out of the Creation
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of the first partiki. We learnt more about the First Creation Sound Tones (

before the first partiki and although this was presented as a series of "
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small soap bubble" Partiki spheres are called an "E"-Na, which is the

+ 1 first Partiki Backflow-Return Quark-sparks produced through the first phasing of

Small Soap-Bubble" Partiki E-N a spheres are linked together in a TRI-

with ONE Etheric Partiki, the E-Na-A, at TOP, and TWO Atmic Partiki

and TWO Atmic Partiki E-N a spheres at BOTTOM Together, the 1st 3

the 1st 3 Partiki E-na "Small Soap-Bubble spheres" in Tri-Veca
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sphere. The 41h-Partiki unit of the T auren was formed as the 41h-

na-A 3-Partiki-Tri-Veca Cluster of the lauren to generate an Atmic
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of the first partiki within the body of Source. Partiki 1 was created out

body of Source. Partiki 1 was created out of the desire to create, and

created a second partiki that also included the intention to create. This second partiki

create. This second partiki emerged from the very center point of the first partiki.

of the first partiki. A spark that is held eternally at that center point

of the first partiki, which holds the Krist code "formula" for eternal life

of the first partiki, that is replicated on every level of creation. This is

backflow". When the partiki units phase and split into particum and partika units, and

energy of the partiki they emerged from, this energy can return towards Source via
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Core Template as partiki units, and pick up the program of the Maharic Shield
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off is the partiki phasing rhythm, which is different for each dimension and harmonic
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re-form a partiki. Thus the past and future moments fuse together, turn into

turn into a partiki form, and then re-manifest in the next harmonic universe

by the actual partiki units that flow through the transduction sequence, forming manifest
reality.
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then reflected in partiki phasing and shield spin speed of each level of manifestation.
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they are called Partiki, PartikA, and Particum. This is the Consciousness of God in
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will form a Partiki Grid-consciousness forms Copyright A"sha and A"za Deane; © 1999-
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Base-15 Pattern. Partiki Phasing is a creation of flash-lines flashing on and
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12-11 04) Partiki, Partika and Particum, units of consciousness which are little standing
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consciousness. We are Partiki Units again floating around. We don"t have the template that
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and talk about partiki, partika, and particum. Once we see how these work, then

and fusion. The partiki, the original unit of consciousness, is omni-polar: it has
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of the first partiki, which appeared within Source, as appearing spontaneously out of a

occurrence, a second partiki appeared, containing also the intention to create. These are both

of the first partiki is very important - it happens in such a way

is that the partiki flow in a perfectly balanced way back and forth, due

"ManU exchange". Partiki 2 actually emerges from the very center point of partiki

center point of partiki 1; this center point is the Yunasai (The Point

All Creation). Both partiki 1 and partiki 2 have 360 degrees of energy potential

partiki 1 and partiki 2 have 360 degrees of energy potential (thrust); which

360 degrees of partiki 2 emerges from the center point, partiki 1 is split

the center point, partiki 1 is split by partiki 2, and manifests as two

is split by partiki 2, and manifests as two polarized 180 degree units (

particum and partika). Partiki 2 takes the place of partiki 1, and partiki ~

the place of partiki 1, and partiki ~ takes the place (manifests) as

partiki 1, and partiki ~ takes the place (manifests) as particum and partika.

to re-form partiki 1, partiki 1 flows into the center of partiki 2,

form partiki 1, partiki 1 flows into the center of partiki 2, and splits

the center of partiki 2, and splits in the exact same process. These two

be said that partiki 2 flows into partiki 1 to maintain its integrity and

2 flows into partiki 1 to maintain its integrity and energy, and Source itself

itself flows into partiki 2 via the ManU exchange. A tiny portion of the

very center of partiki 1 functions as an open window, and keeps the connection

return to being partiki 1, the energy of partiki 1 flows back into partiki

the energy of partiki 1 flows back into partiki 2, and the energy of



flows back into partiki 2, and the energy of partiki 2 flows back into

the energy of partiki 2 flows back into the wholeness of Source. The creation

and return to partiki state, Source receives energy/consciousness that returns from
manifestation. There

complex. Because every partiki is made of source, it contains within itself the desire

created the first partiki, and the second one, with encryption: intention in the form

2005) So the partiki create more units that have that same nature, and they
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re-form a partiki, the partiki that they become is both the same as

a partiki, the partiki that they become is both the same as and different

original pattern of partiki with the phaser pair of particum and partika is called

to the first partiki. The opening at the center point of the creation process,
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Primal Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 12 Dimensions of Time Cycles
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is a "partiki" equivalent on every single level, but a partiki in dimension

level, but a partiki in dimension 1 of the particum universe in our Veca

same as a partiki in dimension 1 of the Eckasha Aah level of creation---
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all instances of partiki-particum-partika structures can be seen as phasing triads. While

external to the partiki unit, it is more accurate to say that they are

isolated within the partiki unit, rather than outside of it. Creation is always happening

talking about a partiki-based field polarizing into 2 more partiki-based fields. What

into 2 more partiki-based fields. What makes this possible is the fact that

fields are all partikibased, but that doesn"t mean that they all have the same
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based on the partiki pattern, and in the Density Kathara ™ Grid, these represent
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the original triad, partiki phasing into the particum-partika pair, and remembering that the
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(as individual partiki) in the same level of creation (e.g., Harmonic
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position of the partiki or unity consciousness in relation to our particum density universe,
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or shield of Partiki units, of standing waves, that bends the energy of our

Page:  23

different lines of Partiki (PKI), PartikA (PKA) and Particum (PCM) flashing
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of what the Partiki Phasing is, within each set of 3 dimensions, that determines

The faster the Partiki Phasing is, the less dense the "matter" will be.
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or the "Partiki Pulsation Rhythms" of the frequency bands of dimensions 1, 2
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rhythms or "Partiki Phasing." So in HU-1 there is what is called

HU-2 the Partiki Phasing is a little faster, so the matter biology is

point in the Partiki Phasing process in which templates of standing waves flash OFF.

point in the Partiki Phasing process where they flash ON. Oscillation occurs when templates
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(i.e., Partiki, PartikA and Particum), all rotate on an axis. Every Dimensional
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of consciousness (Partiki, PartikA and Particum), Planetary and Galactic Shields that are
distorted
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of what the Partiki Phasing is, within each set of 3 dimensions, that determines

The faster the Partiki Phasing is, the less dense the "matter" will be.
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or the "Partiki Pulsation Rhythms" of the frequency bands of dimensions 1, 2
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rhythms or "Partiki Phasing." So in HU-1 there is what is called

HU-2 the Partiki Phasing is a little faster, so the matter biology is

point in the Partiki Phasing process in which templates of standing waves flash OFF.

point in the Partiki Phasing process where they flash ON. Oscillation occurs when templates
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(i.e., Partiki, PartikA and Particum), all rotate on an axis. Every Dimensional
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of consciousness (Partiki, PartikA and Particum), Planetary and Galactic Shields that are
distorted
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certain set of Partiki phasing rhythms. Once you are out of one cycle and
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certain pulsation of Partiki phasing; a certain combination of 3-dimensional Partiki phasing.
12.

of 3-dimensional Partiki phasing. 12. What is it that the Tri-Veca can
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Grid (morpohogenetic Partiki Grid). Hova Bodies are vibrating tri-tonal grids of light,
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a) Kathara Grid-Partiki-Particum - Maharic Shield Divine Blueprint -Planetary Merkaba Field

Planetary Merkaba Field Partiki 5
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all starts here: Partiki, Partika and Particum and the ManU, the EirA and the
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of Source, as partiki space dust on the next natural inhale or Adashi cycle.
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motion: the first partiki, the first desire, the fi rst motion in the body
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have a ... partiki and you have another partiki and the one partiki splits

you have another partiki and the one partiki splits and goes into polarity and

and the one partiki splits and goes into polarity and now it has two
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go back to partiki units, still exists on the Adashi Wave going in, carried
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will as units, partiki units, once it goes through its Big Bang end, will
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of Source, as partiki space dust on the next natural inhale or Adashi cycle.
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and angles arrange Partiki in the specific manner required to establish the precise vibrational

coresonant relativity between Partiki Units, through which the specific balances of thrust-
force, polarity

and tension between Partiki /PartikA/Particum Unit Sets required to enable "Neutral

for return into Partiki form) and Keylona Spark Generation and perpetual motion eternal life

eternal life of Partiki and Keylon a, are created." "The Kathara Lines (

through which phasing Partiki repeatedly transmit flows of Partikite and Partikate (Etheric)
Spark

transmit flows of Partikite and Partikate (Etheric) Spark Units. These Kathara Lines form

created according to Partiki phasing, at several different levels of energy just like within
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the pattern of Partiki phasing, by which the eternal life properties of the creation
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looking at the Partiki (Ecka) that created both us and our parallel in
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ally emerged via Partiki phasing. Such energies can circulate but cannot evolve back into
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the rate of Partiki phasing characteristic of the different levels of creation (each

the processes of Partiki phasing, sustaining the creation eternally. These processes literally
create the
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core pattern of Partiki phasing. It has four inner centers that form at 90°
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their Original Unified Partiki energies from which they emerged, for ascension and full eternal

Page:  33



consisting of a Partiki +/-/0 unit together with its Particum -ve and

Triad has one Partiki unit having a 45 +/-/0 charge and no spin

Kathara-1 one Partiki, one Particum with 11% -ve charge and one PartikA

formed of one Partiki, one Particum with 33;/, -ve charge and one PartikA

our bodies. The Partiki unit functions as "the point of least vibration between
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Heliopaths, and the Partikite Waves that circulate through them are called Pulsar Waves or
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from the first partiki. We"re not going to spend a lot of time on

from the first partiki and all of that goes, to get to the point
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from the first partiki onward. So, it"s all built on this- the kathara grid.

as spacedust, or partiki units, and on an "in-current" or an inhale
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of that first partiki in the Starborn sequence. There is a sequence of things
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go back to partiki units and spacedust. Because the living body of the Kristos
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atom and the partiki template that is behind it. That would begin a process
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with the first partiki, Im not going through the whole starborn cycle I just

first pariki, second partiki, formed the triad, from the triad it went through all

there was one partiki, two partiki moving through each other to form the triad.

one partiki, two partiki moving through each other to form the triad. One of

of them sparking, partiki sparking together forms sparks, it formed that which is called

partikE. These are partiki sparks, this is a PartikE spark, which is a different

we start with partiki 1, we got to formation of the tauren and its
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the process of partiki units phasing through the partikE tauren that create the sparks
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of the first partiki, the first point, and from that, on that same Page39of
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where the first partiki was given from Source. And it is back through that

where the first partiki was created. That"s the center point that the whole light

the first two partiki. They created the Tauren from their interactions together. Then, through
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line, the first partiki then the second partiki form the triad, and from there

then the second partiki form the triad, and from there they form the Tauren.
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counting numbers of partiki. This is still in the partiki area. You only have

still in the partiki area. You only have the one PartikE in the center

you have three partiki, six partiki (the three in the center and three).

three partiki, six partiki (the three in the center and three). So, three

three are six partiki. Six and six are 12 partiki. This is where you

six are 12 partiki. This is where you get into seed atoms and things

You have six partiki and six partiki that forms the 12 partiki. So, you

partiki and six partiki that forms the 12 partiki. So, you have 12 partiki

forms the 12 partiki. So, you have 12 partiki of the miad. You have

you have 12 partiki of the miad. You have 24 partiki of the monad.

You have 24 partiki of the monad. You have 48 partiki of the Amorea

You have 48 partiki of the Amorea cell. Here"s where you start increases- they"re

you have 48 partiki. 48 times three. The times three replication starts here. It

you the 144 partiki units of the divine blueprint. That goes in and does

12 ~ 1728 partiki of what is called the Edon. That"s the Edon 1728.

you have 20,736 partiki of the Rashala, and that"s on axis 8. That"s on

we went from partiki units into the creation of the first PartEkE cells. They

than the smaller partiki. Next one please. We may be running a little late
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relation to the Partiki inside of the Tauren, it"s the same structure and it

have in the Partiki fire lines. On the PartEkE template they are called fire
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formed in the Partiki of the Tauren, where ... before they got to the
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- just like partiki spark - they make Prana sparks. And those Prana sparks
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going from the partiki levels into the partikE levels ... these are parts, actually.
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differentiated from the partiki templates that go up to the seed atom. Then you
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atom of the partiki level of creation. Pulse one creates the outer one, which
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of the first partiki going through the keys and all that, and then being
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to the first partiki, all the way up through the Rasha Amorea body, and

from the first partiki all the way up through, forming the PartEkE bodies and
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from the first partiki coming all the way through, and boy have I been

it. That was partiki one and two, to the triad, axis 0/1, to

These represent the partiki anatomy of first creation. Page 64 of 151
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that is the partiki bodies that goes up to the creation of the first
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the first two partiki of the next domain out are formed. Yeah. And of
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the first two partiki units that will form the seed atom of the next

the first two partiki that create the birth of the middle UmShadE seed atom

the first two partiki that become our YonAsa, outer domain seed atom, and from
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are in the partiki cycles that are inside the PartikE. So ShAlon 7 is
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because in the partiki template, that goes all the way to the seed atom,
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remember. The first partiki, the second partiki, and they form the Triad, and that

partiki, the second partiki, and they form the Triad, and that phases, and it

level is the partiki level, the change from partiki to PartEkE occurs once you

the change from partiki to PartEkE occurs once you go into the formation of
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how the first partiki was born. So, it is like, let"s say, the first

the sound of partiki phasing. The Eck sparks will come back out, and the
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outer Eukatharista Body. Partiki 1 & 2 to Triad Axis 0-1 to birth
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to understand it. Partiki and Partiki Phasing Order. Intelligence. and Consciousness In
explaining the

it. Partiki and Partiki Phasing Order. Intelligence. and Consciousness In explaining the
Cosmos, we
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not play warden. Partiki, PartikA and Particum If we are going to understand our
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as the First Partiki (PKI), emerging within Source. These Partiki are the smallest

within Source. These Partiki are the smallest units of energy substance, electro-tonal units

fusion generators. 2. Partiki Grids: The f,abric of morphogenetic field sttucture. Partiki units

morphogenetic field sttucture. Partiki units group to form interwoven Strands, then Grids of
electro-

Unified Field of Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to create the frequency bands that

of Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to create the frequency bands that make up

morphogenetic fields. 3. Partiki units continue to group or accrete upon the Partiki Grids,

accrete upon the Partiki Grids, forming: A. Keylons - crystallizations of "frozen light"

made of interwoven Partiki Grids. The electro-tonal units of consciousness out of which

out of which Partiki Grids form create standing wave patterns - scalar wave grids,

specific ordered interrelationship. Partiki Grids form upon the core geometrical-mathematical
structure of the
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this Substance as Partiki units. Partiki units can be understood as omni-polar units

as Partiki units. Partiki units can be understood as omni-polar units of energy.

form will build. Partiki, PartikA, and Particum are three primary units that every other

of energy called Partiki, PartikA, and Particum. There are teachings that go with this

into something called Partiki Phasing. Partiki Phasing Partiki units, in order to create
manifestation,

called Partiki Phasing. Partiki Phasing Partiki units, in order to create manifestation, do



something

Phasing. Partiki Phasing Partiki units, in order to create manifestation, do something called
PKI

come back together. Partiki units are not free-floating units of energy; they are

have clusters of Partiki units phasing on and off. Those clusters are called Keylons;
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Partiki phasing is a very fundamental process in creation through which

process involved in Partiki phasing. We have the Original PKI, which manifests as a

creation (PKA). Partiki phasing, in simple :terms, is how these three units,

three units, the Partiki, the PartikA and the Particum interact with each other. Basically

a Figure 3: Partiki Phasing Process Particum Universe built upon matter units. You could

male, and the Partiki as the original spirit or androgynous Being out of which

both came. " Partiki, PartikA, and Particum are standing waves, little tiny standing waves

all the time. Partiki, Particum and PartikA all exist at the same time. But

the action, this Partiki phasing at different phases. Our bodies are made of templates
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are made of Partiki units, points that flash on (oscillate) and then turn

like. They form Partiki grids (2 dimensional)-and they form PartikA and Particum

the ManU (Partiki) units out through the ManA (PartikA) units and circulates

the ManU (Partiki) units through the EirA (Particum) units and back to

place through the Partiki grid. The Partiki grid begins to accrete more, to replicate

Partiki grid. The Partiki grid begins to accrete more, to replicate its units and

kind). So a Partiki grid is like a 2-D structure pulling in more

of consciousness (Partiki/PartikA/Particum). When enough units come together to make
critical

move through the Partiki phasing going on within them. When they hit a critical

Keylons (a Partiki unit on its own would not be strong enough to
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that they form--Partiki/PartikA/Particum into the structures these units form grouping
together

are composed of Partiki units, units of ManU/ManA/EirA which are units of

ManA/EirA - Partiki/PartikA/Particum). Every dimension has structures built on Keylons. A

by clusters of Partiki/PartikA/Particum. Dimensions build on each other. From down here

that is called Partiki phasing. They flash on and off, but they are not

different lines of Partiki, PartikA and Particum flashing on and off at three different



this structure of Partiki, PartikA, and Particum as the core template. We call a

We call a Partiki grid the Crystal Body because of the Keylons. As 3-
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Divine Trinity (Partiki phasing) making them do different things in order to perceive

flash-line of Partiki, PartikA and Particum with a specific flash-line rhythm, so

or shield of Partiki units, of standing waves, that bends the energy of our

back down to Partiki, PartikA, and Particum, the units that form grids that form

and sound waves, Partiki, PartikA, and Particum, we get into the structure that this
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sound and the Partiki scalar units that are turned off, which is vibrating and
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made out of Partiki, PartikA, and Particum. But since there are 15 dimensions, there
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of what the Partiki phasing was within those three dimensions. The faster the Partiki

The faster the Partiki phasing is, the less dense the matter becomes. The lowest

same structure of Partiki, PartikA, and Particum. You would have the Partiki unit being

would have the Partiki unit being the resonant tone, the Particum unit as the
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The program for Partiki phasing and vibration-oscillation for each dimensional frequency
band is
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primary sequences of Partiki phasing that transmit the electro-tonal programs held within the

control center for Partiki phasing rhythms throughout the Kathara Line System. Primal
Manifestation Template
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Primal Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 nondimensional levels of the

Primal Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 12 Dimensions of Time Cycles
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Primal organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 non-dimensional levels of

Primal Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 12 dimensions of Time Cycles

The structures, the Partiki units that manifest at this primal sound level do not



Primal Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 non-dimensional levels of
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which is the Partiki, PartikA and Particumthey all have a different ARPS. When we
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derive from the Partiki phasing is wherever we have a matter expression, we have
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to the original Partiki Phasing process. The units on the matter side have one
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build from the Partiki units and Keylon codes of D-1, then D-2,
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15 Manifestation Fields. Partiki Phasing Process There is a very interesting correspondence
between the

fundamental process of Partiki phasing. In Figure 15, a more detailed diagram of the

diagram of the Partiki phasing process, we have the Partiki units showing in the

we have the Partiki units showing in the middle sphere.18 The Partiki phases,

sphere.18 The Partiki phases, creates a replica which polarizes, which creates two equal

created the Original Partiki. So we have a PartikA and a Particum expression of

alignments, within the Partiki phasing process. The Partiki phasing process has a specific
geometrical

phasing process. The Partiki phasing process has a specific geometrical structure that is very

precise. The Original Partiki creates a replica that emerges on the axis of the

of the original Partiki unit. Then we get polarity on this axis, and then

that axis, the Partiki axis. We have one axis that goes up to the

structure of the Partiki P.hasing process. Particum Matter Partika Anti-matter Figure 15:

matter Figure 15: Partiki Phasing Process We have a very neat correspondence to the

neutral core, the Partiki, from which both emerge at a 45 degree angle between

is that the Partiki phasing process is dynamic. Figure 15 is a snapshot where

the neutral parent Partiki unit. They come into harmonious relationship, they integrate their
energy,

and with the Partiki unit, forming two circles in the Bi-Veca arrangement. 18
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within the core Partiki neutral expression. The Partiki goes to Bi-Veca which separates

neutral expression. The Partiki goes to Bi-Veca which separates out to Tri-Veca,



back into the Partiki. And the Partiki unit itself then goes back into Source.

Partiki. And the Partiki unit itself then goes back into Source. When you look

just like the Partiki units phase. The Particum matter universe phases in relationship with
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ManU VOID, 1st Partiki Unit of GodForce Attention; The "Stiii-Point"/Zero-Point

Oscillation Field First Partiki Expansion Point. To;ether, the 3 God-Force "1
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you have this Partiki phasing process. This generates an Original PKI Field which is
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ManU (first Partiki consciousness unit-Divine Spirit Womb-Cosmic Void-Eternal Still point),
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effectively the First Partiki consciousness unit, the Divine Spirit Womb Cosmic Void Eternal
Still-

ManA, the first Partiki Pre-light Vibration unit, effectively the Divine Father Creation Spark
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quantum mechanics about Partiki, Partika and Particum and how they set the structure of

Page:  4

within the first Partiki, called the Kryst Code. Every thought is an encryption that

encrypted in our Partiki; the Kryst Code. 3. Keylontic Crystalline Transmission: A wave
transmission

Page:  16

within the first Partiki (see also Question 12) that the entire mathematical program
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we have pre-Partiki creation in the conscious mind of God, where Source focused

becomes the first Partiki was formed. • The first Partiki is looked at as

• The first Partiki is looked at as the intention to create, but it

and creates another: Partiki 2. • That is where you get the split of

the split of Partiki 1 by Partiki 2 and the first sparks are generated.

Partiki 1 by Partiki 2 and the first sparks are generated. And when the

Na VE-Na Partiki Creation Cycle? • The NaVE-Na Partiki Creation Cycle is

The NaVE-Na Partiki Creation Cycle is the start of Partiki Phasing. • It

the start of Partiki Phasing. • It consists of two cycles: the NaVA-Na

the birth of Partiki 1, and the NuVANa Cycle (Axis7-8), which ends

the birh of Partiki 2 on Axis 8, or the Zero Point Axis. •

Axis. • When Partiki 2 is born, Partiki 1 is split and the process

2 is born, Partiki 1 is split and the process of Partiki phasing begins.

the process of Partiki phasing begins. The Triad is formed by Partiki 2 taking

is formed by Partiki 2 taking the place of Partiki 1 and Partiki 1

the place of Partiki 1 and Partiki 1 breaking into a PartikA and a

Partiki 1 and Partiki 1 breaking into a PartikA and a Particum phase set

equal quantum of Partiki 1 back out as Backflow Return. • This creates a



Ketheric Realm. • Partiki 1, Partiki 2 and Spark 4 (the Cousha Crystal)

• Partiki 1, Partiki 2 and Spark 4 (the Cousha Crystal) come together,

Page:  19

Motion starts when Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 continually split each other and send

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 continually split each other and send backflow in and
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the birth of Partiki 2 at Axis 8, Zero Point Axis, which starts the

which starts the Partiki Phasing, expansion of quantum by sparking, Backflow and Backflow
Return.
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stored in the Partikis. (b) A unit of stored electrical electricity stored in

stored in the Partikis. (c) A unit of light stored in the Partikis.

stored in the Partikis. (d) A unit of gravity stored in the Partikis.

stored in the Partikis. 5. What is an Om? (a) A negative Ur.

What is a Partiki? (a) A little ball of energy. (b) The

(b) Little Partiki. (c) Little sparks of Prana. (d) Aand B.
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quantum of three Partiki. (c) Partiki 1, Partiki 2 and Spark 4 condense

Partiki. (c) Partiki 1, Partiki 2 and Spark 4 condense and form the

c) Partiki 1, Partiki 2 and Spark 4 condense and form the Cousha Crystal
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the first three Partiki, within the Tauren. 7. Eukatharaista Body: The Outer Light Body:
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that has 6 Partiki. • Harmonic Key Generation: a spark quantum building and replication
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Cluster of 20,736 Partiki is born and before the YunasA is born, all the
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also the 20,736 Partiki Cells ofthe Aton. • There is a whole process in
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from the first Partiki and includes the NaVE-Na Cycle (Fertilization), the SEda

with the birth ofPartiki 1, then the NuVA-Na Cycle with the birth ofPartiki



with the birth ofPartiki 2. Together these are called the NaVE-Na Cycle. 5.

Page:  55

The Triad, when Partiki 1 was split by Partiki 2-the start ofthe SEda

was split by Partiki 2-the start ofthe SEda Cycle. (c) The Seed
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the numbers of Partiki quantum building times 2 replication? (a) The Tauren: 6;

AmOrA Hub: 96 Partiki. (b) The Tauren: 12; Diad: 24; Miad: 48; Monad:

AmOrA Hub: 192 Partiki. (c) The Tauren: 3; Diad: 6; Miad: 24; Monad:

AmOrA Hub: 1728 Partiki. (d) The Tauren: 3; Diad: 6; Miad: 12; Monad:

AmOrA Hub: 48 Partiki. 6. What are the numbers ofPartiki quantum building times 3

are the numbers ofPartiki quantum building times 3 and 12 replication? (a) The

the Aton: 20,736 Partiki. (b) The Adon: 24; the Edon: 72; and the

the Aton: 216 Partiki. (c) The Adon: 48; the Edon: 1728; and the

the Aton: 20,736 Partiki. (d) The Adon: 48; the Edon: 144; and the

the Aton: 432 Partiki. 7. What are the parts of the Eukatharaista Body? (
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Na Cycle (Partiki Birth cycle), which unfolds over the first 12 hours, where

of the First Partiki and the Second Partiki. They form the Triad, which is

and the Second Partiki. They form the Triad, which is the point that the
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teach you of Partiki, Partika and Particum-the specific quantums of energy that they

Page:  17

there was a Partiki. How"d that get there? All right. We"re going to see
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from the First Partiki onward starts. That"s when we started to get into the
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of consciousness, little Partiki ... will catch a wave back, an Adashi Ascension Wave
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go through creation Partiki 1 and Partiki 2-the NaVE-Na Cycle-that brings

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2-the NaVE-Na Cycle-that brings us to what"s

Axis because when Partiki 1 is born it"s there in the consciousness field of

That happens when Partiki 2 is created and splits Partiki 1 and starts the

created and splits Partiki 1 and starts the phasing of the Partiki set, and

phasing of the Partiki set, and that happens here. And it"s ... the Partiki"s

it"s ... the Partiki"s actually rotating, this is a rotation ... there"s all sorts

are seeing the Partiki 1 actually rotates and by the time it gives Partiki

time it gives Partiki 2 ... imbued with Partiki 2 to split to form

... imbued with Partiki 2 to split to form a phase set, its rotation

that the 1st Partiki gelled and was born. And from that, this entire creation
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those sequence, that Partiki 1, Partiki 2 were created. But, Copyright A "shavana

that Partiki 1, Partiki 2 were created. But, Copyright A "shavana & A

Page:  58



was. That"s where Partiki 1 was created, that was where Partiki 2 was created

that was where Partiki 2 was created right on top of Partiki 1, splitting

on top of Partiki 1, splitting Partiki 1, and that"s where the sparks are

Partiki 1, splitting Partiki 1, and that"s where the sparks are created around and
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of God-Source, Partiki. Once it becomes a densified thing, it then goes through

Page:  61

the Adon 144 Partiki at the center and you have the E-LumanYanas birthing,

where the 151 Partiki were formed, something else starts to happen here, but first

Edon, the 1728 Partiki. At Copyright A"shavana & A"hzavana Deane, 2007, All Rights
Reserved;
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Body, from 1 Partiki in the consciousness field of Source, into a structure that
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right, where the Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 form. When we enter this phase,

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 form. When we enter this phase, we go into

is forming the Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 that will set in motion the

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 that will set in motion the next domain outward,

It creates the Partiki for the beginning of the Inner Cycle, all right. The

the two new Partiki that were formed during the NaVA-Ho Cycle. So, the

where it sets Partiki 1 and Partiki 2, that sets in motion the SEda

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2, that sets in motion the SEda Cycle for the
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through that the Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 for the next domain out are

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 for the next domain out are built. So, we

the Edons 1728 Partiki are birthed there and now these things called the Eluman-
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with the Triad. Partiki 1 was created in consciousness field of Source and it

all right. When Partiki 2 is created, it splits Partiki 1 into a PartikA

created, it splits Partiki 1 into a PartikA and a Particum. The PartikA and

quantum does a Partiki have and how do you measure that quantum in the

we had one Partiki, another Partiki of the same quantum came through the same



one Partiki, another Partiki of the same quantum came through the same place, split

one. The one Partiki first splits, but it"s linked together because of the type

magnetic charge that Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 carry. When it splits it stays

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 carry. When it splits it stays linked through the

same quantum as Partiki 1 because they are Partiki 1 when you put them

because they are Partiki 1 when you put them back together. (0:45:
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quantum equivalent to Partiki 1 that is called a spark, and they also reassemble

reassemble the first Partiki 1. That triggers opening of creation point door at the

center, inside of Partiki 2 now, the backflow spark and Partiki 1 go back

backflow spark and Partiki 1 go back into the creation point door and in

quantum with the Partiki. So, it sends a Backflow Return Spark out and it

back the original Partiki 1. When the original Partiki 1 comes back out with

When the original Partiki 1 comes back out with the spark, the Partiki 1

the spark, the Partiki 1 splits the Partiki 2 that had split it in

1 splits the Partiki 2 that had split it in the first place and

"down-phase", Partiki 1 split "down-phase". This has to do with

So, we have Partiki 2 splits ... Partiki 1 is now at the center

2 splits ... Partiki 1 is now at the center and the 151 Backflow

have a split Partiki 2. Now, that does the same thing, but an Up-

a Particum from Partiki 2 ... they come together and make an Etheric Spark,

into center with Partiki 2 sends out, Source sends out a backfiow return Etheric

spark and sends Partiki 2 back out, which of course splits Partiki 1 again,

of course splits Partiki 1 again, right. So this is where the perpetual motion

come in, where Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 continually split each other and send

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 continually split each other and send backfiow in, and
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phase we"re seeing Partiki 2 is now holding the center position and Partiki 1

center position and Partiki 1 is split, which means it"s going to make another

3 forms by Partiki 1. Spark 3 is also Atmic because it"s a down-

phase, makes another Partiki 1 Atmic spark. Partiki 1 and Spark# 3 go back

1 Atmic spark. Partiki 1 and Spark# 3 go back into Source, Creation Point

and see, the Partiki at the center doesn"t split until the backflow return comes

of the reassembled Partiki and its spark to pass through. The spark actually acts



splitting the other Partiki at the center. (1:00:18) So, they go
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have 2 times Partiki 1 has split and made Atmic Sparks, and 1 time

and 1 time Partiki 2 has split so far. The next natural thing would

thing would be Partiki 2 in the delivery of the Jd Spark, which would

Return Spark and Partiki 1. Partiki 1 "s at the center again, Partiki

and Partiki 1. Partiki 1 "s at the center again, Partiki 2 splits

the center again, Partiki 2 splits and Partiki 2"s split comes back together

2 splits and Partiki 2"s split comes back together and makes another Etheric

Crystal with the Partiki. Now the portions that form the Cousha with a "

are sparks ... Partiki 1, Partiki 2 and Spark 4 condense and compact and

... Partiki 1, Partiki 2 and Spark 4 condense and compact and form the
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is made of Partiki 1, Partiki 2 and Spark 4. Now, all of those,

of Partiki 1, Partiki 2 and Spark 4. Now, all of those, the sparks,

pieces of a Partiki coming back together have the same quantum as a Partiki.

quantum as a Partiki. So, the quantum that the Cousha holds is the quantum

quantum of 3 Partiki. Now, Partiki"s have specific quantum that can be broken down

3 Partiki. Now, Partiki"s have specific quantum that can be broken down into other
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quantum of 3 Partiki and it"s centered, its sphere is centered on the creation
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a ... 1 Partiki has a quantum of 360 Ek. And so, we have

we have 3 Partiki, so it has 360 Ek times 3 would be the

quantum of 3 Partiki. 360 Ek is 1 Partiki, so you have that times

Ek is 1 Partiki, so you have that times 3, would give you how

power of 3 Partiki-all right, the electrical power of 3 Partiki. When we

power of 3 Partiki. When we get to what happens next, we"re going to

was formed by Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 and the sets of sparks all

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 and the sets of sparks all right, so Partiki

all right, so Partiki 1, Partiki 2 and Spark 4 that are inside, they

so Partiki 1, Partiki 2 and Spark 4 that are inside, they come together

power of 3 Partiki or 360 Ek times 3, all right. So, this is



power of 3 Partiki, with 1J3rd power of 1 Partiki in front of creation

power of 1 Partiki in front of creation point door and the other part,

which is 2 Partiki, behind creation point door. What this starts to set up

quantum of 3 Partiki-or 3 Partiki power-1J3rd manifest, positive manifest; 2/3rds

Partiki-or 3 Partiki power-1J3rd manifest, positive manifest; 2/3rds in what is
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which means 1 Partiki power all right, times 360 Ek, and it"s positive charge

held in the Partiki"s. And here you have 2/3rds on the Spirit side,

you have 2 Partiki power on the Spirit side and it"s 2 times the

that goes into Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 are formed and then this whole

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 are formed and then this whole thing emerges from

units inside-the Partiki inside-rub together and spark, it allows them to pull

power of 3 Partiki, all right. So,# 2, it"s times 2 replica, so you

power of 3 Partiki ... or, 1 Cousha ... now, it"s the power of

Cousha or 3 Partiki is the power of 6 Partiki, all right, that"s a

power of 6 Partiki, all right, that"s a quantum of 6 Partiki power. This

quantum of 6 Partiki power. This one has 2/3rds manifest and 1/3rd

that means 4 Partiki power would be moving forward and you"d have Partiki power

and you"d have Partiki power of 1J3rd of 6, which is 2 ... 2

2 ... 2 Partiki power, pulling back. So, you"d have a quantum of 4
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have the 6 Partiki that comes down to a unit of energy that has

quantum of 3 Partiki with 1J3rd in front of creation point door and 2/

power of 3 Partiki times 3, they"ve a quantum of 9 and 3/3rds
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power of 3 Partiki, the original Cousha quantum, 1/2 of it in front

Cousha formed from Partiki 1, and 2 and the Spark sets that were made.

5 rep, has Partiki power of 3 times 5 equals quantum of 15. Quantum
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6 ok, of Partiki power of 3 times 6 equals quantum of 18. 1J3rd

18 equals 15 Partiki power pulling back as Spirit and 1 J3rd, which is

which is 3 Partiki power pushing forward all right. So, this one has most



which goes, 3 Partiki power, positive manifest Partiki equals 21 Partiki manifest, 15 Partiki

power, positive manifest Partiki equals 21 Partiki manifest, 15 Partiki power Spirit Partiki
equals

Partiki equals 21 Partiki manifest, 15 Partiki power Spirit Partiki equals 105 Partiki power

Partiki manifest, 15 Partiki power Spirit Partiki equals 105 Partiki power in Spirit, total

Partiki power Spirit Partiki equals 105 Partiki power in Spirit, total quantum of 126

Partiki equals 105 Partiki power in Spirit, total quantum of 126 Partiki power. This

quantum of 126 Partiki power. This is called the Heart of God. It is
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phase set of Partiki would. If this is the Jd one and that, they
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of the 1st Partiki and then the 2nd Partiki, and we talk about it

then the 2nd Partiki, and we talk about it holding the encryption, the Kryst

within the 151 Partiki that the entire mathematical program of the Kryst of creation
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was the 1st Partiki creation point space, right, and it has been growing outward

it had one Partiki that kind of formed like a bump in it, like
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from the first Partiki, that the Spirit Body births, and, then, the Rasha Body,
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which, evolved from Partiki One and Two. (2:31 :14) When we
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far as from Partiki one, all the way through to vertical maps, is simply
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Starborn Cycles, from Partiki 1 through what"s called the Triad, to the Tauren, to
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well, the 1st Partiki ... we have pre-Partiki creation in the consciousness, in

we have pre-Partiki creation in the consciousness, in the conscious mind of God
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becomes the 1st Partiki. The 1st Partiki is looked at as the intention to

Partiki. The 1st Partiki is looked at as the intention to create, but it



the split of Partiki 1 by Partiki 2, to form what is called the

Partiki 1 by Partiki 2, to form what is called the Triad. And it

of the 1st Partiki. And what"s neat is, every time a fertilization of a

is where the Partiki 1, pre-Partikis, pre-Partiki Cycle, where we 1st start,

Partiki 1, pre-Partikis, pre-Partiki Cycle, where we 1st start, pre-Partiki creation,

pre-Partikis, pre-Partiki Cycle, where we 1st start, pre-Partiki creation, until the

1st start, pre-Partiki creation, until the birth of Partiki 1. (0:23:

the birth of Partiki 1. (0:23:03) From there, going for that

we entered the Partiki 2 Cycle until the birth of Partiki 2. Copyright A

the birth of Partiki 2. Copyright A "shavana & A "hzavana Deane,
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the NaVE-Na Partiki Creation Cycle. The 1st part in which part...which results

the birth of Partiki 1 is called the NaVA-Na Cycle and ends in

in birth of Partiki 1. And then there is the NuVA-Na Cycle which

in birth of Partiki 2. And at the birth of Partiki 2, is when

the birth of Partiki 2, is when Partiki 1 is split and it begins

2, is when Partiki 1 is split and it begins the process ... we

So, we have Partiki 1 born here, started here, born here. Partiki 2 is

here, born here. Partiki 2 is born there and that sets, that creates the

is formed by Partiki 2 taking the place of Partiki 1, and Partiki 1

the place of Partiki 1, and Partiki 1 breaking into a PartikA and a

Partiki 1, and Partiki 1 breaking into a PartikA and a Particum phase set.

hooked together by Partiki 2 and they come together and they spark. And that

is called a Partiki. So, a Partiki actually becomes the measurement, the 1st quantum

Partiki. So, a Partiki actually becomes the measurement, the 1st quantum that can be

a quantum a Partiki has, what kind of energy Partiki 2 has compared to

kind of energy Partiki 2 has compared to 1. You"ll see how the quantums
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which had three Partiki, a power ofthree Partiki, it takes that and doubles it,

a power ofthree Partiki, it takes that and doubles it, so the Diad is

power of six Partiki. But, at the same time, it gives birth to the
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that has 20,736 Partiki, that is what is referred to as the Aton. So



Page:  167

Tauren had 3 Partiki. The Diad has 6 (Partiki)-so it"s like a

has 6 (Partiki)-so it"s like a times 2 replication or quantum building.

has 12 (Partiki). So it"s another times 2, 6 X 2. That"s 12

2 is 24 Partiki power ... 24 X 2 is 48. Then we have

3 is 144 Partiki power, so just so you know what those numbers refer
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the Edon 1728 Partiki births, and again we had 144 here times 12; it"s

gives you 1728 Partiki on the Edon, that"s the inner Light Cell. And at

like the 1st Partiki; . there"s a distinction point within the Consciousness Field of
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like the first Partiki initiated its Creation Cycle from this point of focus and
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when the 3-Partiki power of the T auren reached ... they do their

Door that 3-Partiki power comes back as the lauren plus a times-2
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outside which are Partiki, to rub through each other with friction, and rub through
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energy with 33t Partiki power; one is EirA energy with 11 f Partiki power.

with 11 f Partiki power. EirA energy is a negative electrical charge; ManA energy

that has 33t Partiki power, and you subtract this amount from it, the same
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lauren with 3 Partiki to all of a sudden a Diad is born, and

that has 6 Partiki, and then the Miad is born, that has 12 Partiki.

that has 12 Partiki. Every time it is about a Harmonic Key Cycle that
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where you had Partiki 1 that got split by Partiki 2 that formed not

got split by Partiki 2 that formed not the Diad I"m sorry, the Triad.
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to the 48 Partiki which started with 3. (2:42:47) And then

the Adon 144 Partiki is born. Over here you had the 1728 Partiki where



had the 1728 Partiki where we went through the times 12 replication at this
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is the 48 Partiki, we had four Veca and two Ecka in each Eckasha.
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activating the 20,736 Partiki Cells ofthe Aton. The entire Light Body and Rasha Body
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of the First Partiki-you have the creation of the Second Partiki-they form

of the Second Partiki-they form the Triad, then the SEda Cycle starts. And
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go through the Partiki Cycles where they are created. The Triad is formed here,
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go back to Partiki Units, space dust. And those will eventually ride back on
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quantum of 1.6667 Partiki power per exchange, which is known as the "Gha-
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and the first Partiki and its little triad cycle and then it splits and

and the second Partiki comes through with its sets in motion the process of

of the first Partiki out. There is a point after the set of 6
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simply showing from Partiki one-there was a Partiki which was there, right? Number

there was a Partiki which was there, right? Number 1 ... how it progressed

it progressed with Partiki 2 coming through, it split Partiki 1, that whole process

through, it split Partiki 1, that whole process by which the triad forms and

the process of Partiki phasing begins. And that is the process by which the

the beginning of Partiki phasing with the first Partiki which led to understanding the

with the first Partiki which led to understanding the Tauren which led to understanding

You have three Partiki backflow return sparks in the Tauren and the center unit

of the three Partiki around it, pulling into, pulsing into the Partiki partially and

pulsing into the Partiki partially and sparking-making The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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by the first Partiki is always open. It opens and closes so it allows

layers of the Partiki form and outside of those you have the six outer,

the first three Partiki backftow return sparks of the Tauren. So, the nine inner

together when those Partiki units rubbed together through the natural geleziac layers that are

and its three Partiki units and its PartikE, where the nine layers form Now

you without the Partiki, that this is the nine inner geleziac layers of the
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you have the Partiki templates and then they form the ParTE"-KEi templates and



you go from Partiki, to Par-TE"-KEi to Particle. And particles arrange themselves

that is composed ofPartiki units. So, this is all part of the progression of

started with one Partiki and we went through the Tauren, we went through key

is the 20,736 Partiki units of the Ra-Sha-La unit And that is
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from the 1st Partiki which would be on this axis as the triad-Partiki

as the triad-Partiki 1 and Partiki 2-that"s where Partiki phasing begins forming

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2-that"s where Partiki phasing begins forming a triad. This,

2-that"s where Partiki phasing begins forming a triad. This, what they refer to

Tauren had three Partiki, this one has six Partiki with the three as the

one has six Partiki with the three as the Tauren in the center So,

go with the Partiki numbers are on each side and if you put them

full number of Partiki in that cluster. This is the Starborn process. So it

from the 1st Partiki one and two to the Tauren, to Tauren"s Flash Point

which has three Partiki units and its PartikE in the center .. that goes

as its 3 Partiki plus its PartikE ... its "times 2" replica comes

the outside-the Partiki numbers-become ... three doubles becomes six ... the other
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the Edon, 1728 Partiki units birth out At that point there is a 15-

with the two Partiki that split and form the first three backftow sparks that

of clusters of Partiki, these are before you get to the Par-TE"-KEi

you had 48 Partiki times 3 equals 144. That"s the number of Partiki units

the number of Partiki units in the A don, which is on Axis-6.

you had 144 Partiki times 12, you get 1728 Partiki. So you have 1728

you get 1728 Partiki. So you have 1728 Partiki here and that"s where you

you have 1728 Partiki here and that"s where you also end up with the
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has a 20,736 Partiki unit-it"s called the Starshine Unit. So, this is the

layers, clusters of Partiki Light Cells in the Light Structure, form what is called

set of clusters, Partiki Clusters, are the Reuzhetta. All right, so you have the
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different than "Partiki" right?- another "P" word. Alright, the "Par-TE"-

Page:  303



of the first Partiki unit and the second Partiki unit and that"s where natural

and the second Partiki unit and that"s where natural first creation mechanics start. Now,
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from the 1st Partiki and the 2nd Partiki and how they came through and

and the 2nd Partiki and how they came through and how they make the

the interactions and Partiki phasing of Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 of first creation.

Partiki phasing of Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 of first creation. At the start

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 of first creation. At the start of the creation

have the 3 Partiki units inside of the Tauren and this thing in the

Tauren has 3 Partiki units and this is where we get Atmic matter levels

different than the Partiki. It has a full geleziac structure Now, we"ll look at

cell, its 3 Partiki, and its PartikE photo-generator cell in the center [

rubs these three Partiki together through the PartikE geleziac layers and this is where

is here, the Partiki are these three here and the whole thing is the
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as the other Partiki balls. So 10, 11, and 12 are still inside of

start with a Partiki1, Partiki 2 that forms a Tauren for that level that
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there was a Partiki in the consciousness of God Source. How did creation emerge

these things, that Partiki ... there was one other Partiki that was put through

was one other Partiki that was put through the center of the first one

that started the Partiki phasing and Partiki phasing started the process of Partiki sparking

Partiki phasing and Partiki phasing started the process of Partiki sparking and making a

the process of Partiki sparking and making a spark of their quantum that goes

which has three Partiki, not two like a vesicapisces artificial light or artificial finite

... from the Partiki, Partiki phasing, to Tauren, to Takeyon cycles-which are spark
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is how, from Partiki 1, all the way up to the formation of the

keys, that from Partiki 1 we end up with Objectification of the Keys-Key

from the first Partiki in Source all the way through the body structures, all

which is the Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 and they split.. the Tauren, that"s

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 and they split.. the Tauren, that"s the light seed



of how many Partiki you have now. You started out with three Partiki in

out with three Partiki in the Tauren. Now we"re up to 144. This shows

numerical progression of Partiki, and how they build on the Krist code. You have

goes with a Partiki in the core template. Then you have ... and each

the cluster of Partiki is on. By the time we get up here, we

or the first Partiki set, would be. From there, you get line zero, axis
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the numbers of Partiki in the first. So by the time we"re down here,

RaShaLAe. These are Partiki of the RaShaLAe. And then this one goes again and

far as the Partiki counL but what it gives you is ... on axis

whatever whatever whatever Partiki, you can divide how many Partiki are in each of

divide how many Partiki are in each of the cells, except there is a
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you went from Partiki bodies, to Par-TE"-KEi bodies. The Partiki were smaller,

KEi bodies. The Partiki were smaller, and now you"re into larger light cell structures-

into the first Partiki creation, and pre-Partiki creation, which I"m not even going

creation, and pre-Partiki creation, which I"m not even going to touch off the

consciousness. The first Partiki was a unit of the consciousness of God Source. So,
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from the first Partiki all the way up through the Par-TE"-KEi templates,
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had the first Partiki, second Partiki to the birth of the Tauren. We already

first Partiki, second Partiki to the birth of the Tauren. We already did that
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where you have Partiki one, Partiki two, and the triad forming, to do their

have Partiki one, Partiki two, and the triad forming, to do their thing to
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cells- these are Partiki light cells put together. So, we left off there, and

from the first Partiki unit, the second Partiki unit, all the way up through

unit, the second Partiki unit, all the way up through the creation of the

we had the Partiki bodies. From that point, we go into the Par-TE"-

Page:  325



cluster of the Partiki in the Tauren, are also reflected in and in picture
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KEi flows, and Partiki flows, that come out to form the rays and the
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where the first Partiki and second Partiki come through, and it"s actually part of

Partiki and second Partiki come through, and it"s actually part of this cycle, so
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this was the Partiki template. Here we get into the Par-TE"-KEi templates.
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that are the Partiki units, are called the Etons. These correspond with the Eta-
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ourselves have Geleziac Partiki bodies, and so does our planet- what we"re going to
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from its first Partiki to its Tauren, all the way up to its Eukatharista
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have the 1st Partiki in Creation. Source creates the 1st Partiki. Remember we had

creates the 1st Partiki. Remember we had mechanics that explained before the 1st Partiki

before the 1st Partiki was created in the Consciousness Field of Source, right They

from the 1st Partiki to the 2nd Partiki being given, where the 2nd Partiki

to the 2nd Partiki being given, where the 2nd Partiki splits the first and

where the 2nd Partiki splits the first and forms the Triad, then the Triad

where you have Partiki, Partika and Particum of the Triad. Then you have the

Particum with the Partiki -this was like its ... the 1st Partiki is

... the 1st Partiki is split and the second one holds the place that

showed from pre-Partiki Creation to the Creation of the 1st Partiki, how the

of the 1st Partiki, how the Light Body evolves. The 1st Partiki forms the

evolves. The 1st Partiki forms the Triad then through all this Spark Cycling is

the first 3 Partiki back-flow return sparks are created and the Par-TE"-

from the 1st Partiki the Tauren Light Seed is formed And we covered the

Na"s which are Partiki and then you had this new structure that is called

From the 1st Partiki the formation the 3 E-Na"s, the ... this is



configuration made of3 Partiki, not 21ike the artificial Vesica-Pisces light code, and at

there, the 3 Partiki pull into the PartikE and run through, run their own
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to the pre-Partiki creation and the carrying, how Partiki are carriers of the

the carrying, how Partiki are carriers of the radiation encryptions of UR"s and RU"s
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starts as one Partiki getting another one coming through it, forms the Triad and

is how many Partiki are in each one. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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Tauren had 3 Partiki and 1 PartikE. The Diad had 6 Partiki; then 12

Diad had 6 Partiki; then 12 Partiki and the next replication; 24 Partiki the

Partiki; then 12 Partiki and the next replication; 24 Partiki the next replication; 48

next replication; 24 Partiki the next replication; 48 Partiki at this replication and this

next replication; 48 Partiki at this replication and this is where the times 2

you the 144 Partiki of the StarBurst unit or the Divine Blueprint Adon. That

splitting of the Partiki 1 and 2 where they form the little phase unit,

little phase unit, Partiki, Partika and Particum. From the Triad to the Tauren all

the Edon 1728 Partiki, to what is called the Rashallah 20,736 Partiki, which is

the Rashallah 20,736 Partiki, which is another 1728 times 12 replication. Then you go

are Clusters of Partiki. So where you are seeing balls are actually spheres right
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from the 1st Partiki up into the 1st Seed atom Now there is something

that goes from Partiki Creation where you have your Partiki Templates and Bodies that

you have your Partiki Templates and Bodies that go up to this point Then
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is how the Partiki Body was formed These next, the 6 cracks expand this
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it from pre-Partiki creation in the Consciousness of Source all the way up

Bodies and the Partiki Bodies behind them. As the Prana Seed phases it opens
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the Seed atom, Partiki created the Tauren, the Tauren created the Seed atom, Seed
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of the first Partiki to the LightBorn cycle where the light seed Tauren is
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from the first Partiki through the StarBorn cycle all the way up through the
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through that 1st Partiki, the Cousha. And what happens then, is another replication and

go back to Partiki units or space-dust and be taken back home to

are still precious Partiki Dust And that Partiki Dust has an ability to actually

Dust And that Partiki Dust has an ability to actually ... even if something
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we introduced pre-Partiki Creation. I think that is where it came up. Yeah.
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and you have partiki one and partiki two They do their thing and spark

partiki one and partiki two They do their thing and spark and make the

where you had partiki one and partiki two They did their phase cycle. They

partiki one and partiki two They did their phase cycle. They form the triad

just like the partiki. It begins with the formation of a Cousha crystal. A

remember you have partiki 1, partiki 2 came through partiki 1, broke it into

have partiki 1, partiki 2 came through partiki 1, broke it into 2 and

2 came through partiki 1, broke it into 2 and that started to spark.
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how the first Partiki was formed in the consciousness field of God/Source. So,

how the first Partiki was formed in the consciousness field of God/Source. But

of the first Partiki, and then the second Partiki being formed in the same

then the second Partiki being formed in the same spot, creating the first interaction,

from the first Partiki. Before the first Partiki, as far as how the first

Before the first Partiki, as far as how the first Partiki formed, and then

how the first Partiki formed, and then how the second Partiki was formed, right

how the second Partiki was formed, right in the middle of it, split the

The triad has Partiki on top and one Partiki split into two, and they

top and one Partiki split into two, and they keep drawing back together and

from the first Partiki, and we"ll look at the pictures for that real quick

called the fist Partiki forms the triad, the triad forms the Tauren light seed.
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from the first Partiki to the Lightborn cycle to the Starborn cycle, the Lifeborn

have the first Partiki, between where the first Partiki formed, before it formed the

where the first Partiki formed, before it formed the Tauren, which is the process

Page:  45



Lightborn ... well Partiki, Lightborn, Starborn, Lifeborn, where life is born, then we have

back to first Partiki. There"s a whole series of these, and let"s just touch

after the pre-Partiki creation stuff in the conscious field of God/Source, the

Source, the first Partiki was created, then the second Partiki was created in the

then the second Partiki was created in the same place, and it creates a

configuration. That"s three Partiki, and at the center, there"s this magical thing called the
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triad, which was Partiki one and Partiki two, and one spliL they come back

Partiki one and Partiki two, and one spliL they come back together with that

with its first Partiki and its second Partiki, its Tauren, and then after the

and its second Partiki, its Tauren, and then after the Tauren the Starborn cycle,

all started, with Partiki one and Partiki two giving birth to the Tauren light

Partiki one and Partiki two giving birth to the Tauren light seed with the

of that pre-Partiki sequence, how the first Partiki formed with the Eta-Urs.

how the first Partiki formed with the Eta-Urs. That"s a whole other complicated
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those first three Partiki, pulls them in and rubs them against those 15 geleziac

that had three Partiki, and one PartikE, after a whole cycle of spark generation,

that one first Partiki and then that second first Partiki. They are the only

that second first Partiki. They are the only two quantums given, but from those
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to whether the Partiki can still phase, whether the creation point can still open

as the first Partiki set that will form the Krist body cycles in the
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having the third Partiki of the Tauren ... they do it by Partiki count

do it by Partiki count So, the Tauren had three, so the next one

was the first Partiki and the second Partiki, where they came together and made

and the second Partiki, where they came together and made their The MCEO Freedom
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form, which are Partiki cells that form, coming out into the manifest arena, form
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from the first Partiki. The first expansion level was the Tauren cycle that was

was the three Partiki. We won"t count the PartikEs in the center right now,

but the three Partiki went from three. That does a whole Takeyon cycle of

with the three Partiki and the third that comes out from the Tauren. This

we have three Partiki, and it goes 3x2 is 6, then 6x2 is 12,

12x144 is 1728 Partiki, and 1728 Partiki, they are the 1728 cells or keys

Partiki, and 1728 Partiki, they are the 1728 cells or keys to Edon that

much bigger than Partiki. I don"t even have the quantum breakdowns on all of

another point where Partiki one and Partiki two were sent forth from the inner

Partiki one and Partiki two were sent forth from the inner cycle to start
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between the first Partiki and the triad, in the Tauren birth. That one happens

as the first Partiki for the next cycle. We"re at the end now of
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of how much Partiki power is in the outer domains, compared to how much

where the first partiki and the second partiki started their thing that formed the

and the second partiki started their thing that formed the first triad, this would
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from the first Partiki one and two When we get the Cousha crystal born
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creation, the first partiki that we"ve been talking about for ten years. Have a
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the triad. Through Partiki one and Partiki two So I"m just going to go

Partiki one and Partiki two So I"m just going to go through a real
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ya know, first Partiki second Partiki came through the same place as the first

first Partiki second Partiki came through the same place as the first Partiki split

as the first Partiki split the first Partiki created the Particum and the Partika,

split the first Partiki created the Particum and the Partika, hooked onto the second

onto the second Partiki and that creates what"s called the triad. That"s the triad

quantum of the Partiki. That"s the back flow spark, goes into the first creation

Page:  235



the whole triad, Partiki one, Partiki two and the spark sets it generates, pull

triad, Partiki one, Partiki two and the spark sets it generates, pull into Source

original Triad of Partiki one and split Partiki 2 actually goes in and comes

one and split Partiki 2 actually goes in and comes out as a condensed

Where the first Partiki of that cycle, Partiki one and Partiki two, end up

of that cycle, Partiki one and Partiki two, end up while they"re in split

Partiki one and Partiki two, end up while they"re in split form, combining with
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surrounds the entire Partiki units of the Tauren. Now, the Tauren is a specific

quantum of one Partiki and Partiki have specific quantum. When we get into pre

one Partiki and Partiki have specific quantum. When we get into pre Partiki mechanics

get into pre Partiki mechanics it gets into UR"s and RU"s and I forget
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3 power of Partiki all right, and a basetone key that has 11 2/

11 2/3rd Partiki power, that"s the ManA carrier and the EirA carrier. These

of how many Partiki is how to look at it, base 33 1/3rd.

33 1/3rd Partiki power, OK? And this one would have base 11 2/

11 2/3rd Partiki power. And that together is a harmonic key with its
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point the first Partiki was created on, pull in through creation point door, replicate
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of how many Partiki are you carrying in your field And if Partiki can

field And if Partiki can be reduced down to, OK, one Partiki has, I

to, OK, one Partiki has, I think one Partiki has the equivalent of 360

I think one Partiki has the equivalent of 360 Eck, part of which are

clapping of the Partiki first phasing- the sound of the sparks by which Source
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power of three Partiki. We"re not going to count the PartikE on these, right,

base was three Partiki was its divine constant, all right, that becomes what"s called

with its 3 Partiki but it also has a times 2 replica so you

went from 3 Partiki to 6 Partiki. Power of3 Partiki to power of6 Partiki

Partiki to 6 Partiki. Power of3 Partiki to power of6 Partiki and it expanded



Partiki. Power of3 Partiki to power of6 Partiki and it expanded from this size

to power of6 Partiki and it expanded from this size to this size. This

It has 6 Partiki so as they rub together they"re making more sparks or

them, more electrical Partiki thrust in them. When they go in and birth back

of how many Partiki it carries and each Partiki, which we won"t get into

carries and each Partiki, which we won"t get into right now, has a very

and form a Partiki, so its all mathematical. So, when we get to here

power of 48 Partiki and it gets bigger, right? Come down here, there"s a
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and becomes 20,736 Partiki of what is called the Rashallah, all right Then there"s
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was formed, that Partiki one that got broken down by Partiki two and started

broken down by Partiki two and started to phase. That"s where the Tauren was
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the first 3 Partiki back flow sparks being born from the triad when Partiki

the triad when Partiki two came through Partiki one, Partiki one split, Particum Partika

two came through Partiki one, Partiki one split, Particum Partika came together, sparked,
made

through Partiki one, Partiki one split, Particum Partika came together, sparked, made a back
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is where the Partiki one and the Partiki two for the next domain out

one and the Partiki two for the next domain out are born. We"re at

be like the Partiki one and Partiki two of the first creation, but on

Partiki one and Partiki two of the first creation, but on the level that
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template into the Partiki template of the seed atom and the things that before
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back into the Partiki state, where the seed atom is and those kind of

back into the Partiki level where the seed atom is, right, and then pop
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of, you have Partiki one and you have Partiki two coming through Partiki one,

and you have Partiki two coming through Partiki one, splitting Partiki one into the



two coming through Partiki one, splitting Partiki one into the Particum and the Partika,

Partiki one, splitting Partiki one into the Particum and the Partika, and that where

what is now Partiki two, was here, right, because we have Partiki one that

because we have Partiki one that split. Partiki one actually went back into Source

one that split. Partiki one actually went back into Source with its spark, and

spark comes out, Partiki one comes back out and Partiki two splits, so there"d

back out and Partiki two splits, so there"d be and up split, I don"t

this way from Partiki one, form what are called the atmic sparks or what

up here from Partiki splitting this way, all right, that means that Partiki two

that means that Partiki two would have its Partika and Particum and they"d come

here. So, when Partiki two does its first split, and makes its first etheric

it, as the Partiki two had gone back together and came back into the

came out, again, Partiki one that was here split again so Partiki one was

split again so Partiki one was going to go into a down phase again.

then again splits Partiki two. So, Partiki two ends up split up here and

Partiki two. So, Partiki two ends up split up here and again making the
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phase with the Partiki two is split, it makes its spark, it"s getting ready

atmic sparks from Partiki one, the back flow return sparks out and one etheric

return spark from Partiki two, and at that point they all pull into Source

in the original Partiki one and the original Partiki two, ok, each with their

and the original Partiki two, ok, each with their quantum of one Partiki, right,

quantum of one Partiki, right, and we"ll get into that in a minute, they

quantum of one Partiki, because when you split either one of them, Partiki one

one of them, Partiki one or Partiki two, you end up with two halves,

Partiki one or Partiki two, you end up with two halves, you know, like

quantum of one Partiki again So, you have now a quantum of3 Partiki. You

a quantum of3 Partiki. You have Partiki one original, Partiki two original of the

Partiki. You have Partiki one original, Partiki two original of the original triad, and

Partiki one original, Partiki two original of the original triad, and you have got
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quantum of three Partiki, and the quantum of one third of a Partiki is

third of a Partiki is the UM flame So, this is where we get

where the first Partiki thought forms before the first Partiki was born came from.



before the first Partiki was born came from. And on this side of the

where the first Partiki came from, this is where the manifest side takes place.

we have one Partiki, so the energy content of one Partiki, the quantum it

content of one Partiki, the quantum it holds, is equal to 360 what are
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think, in a Partiki. What it comes out to is you have a quantum

of how many Partiki, and that would mean that could be translated into Ohms,

start in the Partiki, and they"re held within the encryptions of the Partiki. We"ve

encryptions of the Partiki. We"ve talked about the first encryption"s, I think that was,

of, and how Partiki one and Partiki two were created, and all that stuff

Partiki one and Partiki two were created, and all that stuff that I don"t

1-2-3 Partiki and 1/3rd of a Partiki, condensed into a krystallization

3rd of a Partiki, condensed into a krystallization called an Ecousha krystal. These become

triad was made, Partiki one and Partiki two were made, all of that memory

Partiki one and Partiki two were made, all of that memory imprint is held

quantum is 3 Partiki so 360, a quantum of360 Eck times 3 plus the

add up the Partiki, the 3, the quantum of the 3 Partiki. It"s in

of the 3 Partiki. It"s in this that begins the process of being able
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power of 3 Partiki which is one Cousha times one equals the power of

power of 3 Partiki is its quantum, so that it would have the power

the power of3 Partiki times 1 equals three Partiki, that"s its quantum. You have

1 equals three Partiki, that"s its quantum. You have 1 /3rd of it,

power of one Partiki in manifestation and 2/3rds of it, 2/3rds of

power of 2 Partiki in Spirit. Now, to get the differential between these two

do a one Partiki minus 2 Partiki gives you a negative one Partiki would

Partiki minus 2 Partiki gives you a negative one Partiki would be the g-

a negative one Partiki would be the g-force, so you have a negative

and its 3 Partiki times one, power of three Partiki as its quantum and

power of three Partiki as its quantum and one third of its out in
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again, its 3 Partiki, which is the quantum of one Cousha times 2 equals

quantum of 3 Partiki times three gives you a quantum of 9 This one,



power of three Partiki times 4 equals quantum of 12 so its one Cousha

the Cousha from Partiki one, Partiki two, the triad krystallizing and then it"s beginning

from Partiki one, Partiki two, the triad krystallizing and then it"s beginning its replication

rep. So, 3 Partiki, the power of one Cousha times 5 equals quantum of

quantum of 7.5 Partiki power out in manifestation, and 7.5 Partiki power in. This

manifestation, and 7.5 Partiki power in. This is an equilibrium unit where you have
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you have three Partiki, power of three Partiki, which is one Cousha times 6,

power of three Partiki, which is one Cousha times 6, gives you quantum of

power of 15 Partiki in Spirit, and 3, the power of 3 Partiki in

power of 3 Partiki in manifestation Now, it gets really weird, if this weren"t

6 was 3 Partiki in manifestation, and 15 Partiki power in Spirit. So, you

manifestation, and 15 Partiki power in Spirit. So, you would get 3 times- on

polarity equilibrium. 15 Partiki in Spirit and the power of three manifest, but it
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Cycle and how Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 come together, form the Triad and

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 come together, form the Triad and then all this
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from the first Partiki and its Cousha, all the way through into the manifest
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Krystal forming from Partiki 1, Partiki 2 and that Spark 4 all right, and

from Partiki 1, Partiki 2 and that Spark 4 all right, and that grew
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Microcosm I. Pre-Partiki Creation Cycle II. Na-VA-Na and NU-VA-Na

NU-VA-Na Partiki Birth Cycles Ill. SEda Ecousha-TA Cycle IV. The Lightborn

"Still Point" Partiki 1 & 2 to Triad Axis 0-1 to birth
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quantum of three Partiki. And then the next replication of that Cousha made a

Cousha is three Partiki, that"s an equivalent of six Partiki. So, that would be

equivalent of six Partiki. So, that would be this size times two So, all
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behind to become Partiki dust in the Planetary Body or Domain Body, in which

dust" return, becoming Partiki units in the Planetary Field in which its body returned
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are distortions in Partiki grids. They are distortions in your Morphogenetic Field. In order
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of the first Partiki. Partiki 1 ends up born here. So from this point,

the cycle of Partiki 1 births here and then Partiki 2 begins to birth

here and then Partiki 2 begins to birth and when Partiki 2 fully births

birth and when Partiki 2 fully births in and splits Partiki 1, that creates

in and splits Partiki 1, that creates the beginning of phasing of the Partikis

phasing of the Partikis ... splits into Particum and Partika and creates a generator

would be the Partiki Cycles; the birth of the Partiki cycles. This one, the

birth of the Partiki cycles. This one, the Partiki 1 Birthing Cycle is referred

This one, the Partiki 1 Birthing Cycle is referred to as the NaVAna Cycle;

NaVAna Cycle; the Partiki 2 one is referred to as the NuVAna Cycle, and

Na Cycle. After Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 do their thing and Partiki 1

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 do their thing and Partiki 1 splits and makes

their thing and Partiki 1 splits and makes the first phase set, then you

are generated from Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 phasing create what is called the

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2 phasing create what is called the Cousha. And this

Cycle of the Partiki, you end up with birth of the Cousha. Copyright A"shavana
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showing you from Partiki 1 all the things that occur and Spirit Body is
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that started with Partiki 1-you know, the birthing cycle of Partiki 1, when

birthing cycle of Partiki 1, when an egg and sperm come together. Right at

Page:  18

cycle. You had Partiki 1, Partiki 2. Partiki 2 splits Partiki 1, makes the

had Partiki 1, Partiki 2. Partiki 2 splits Partiki 1, makes the triad. Triad

1, Partiki 2. Partiki 2 splits Partiki 1, makes the triad. Triad sparks. Makes



Partiki 2 splits Partiki 1, makes the triad. Triad sparks. Makes first 3 sparks
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way to. From Partiki 1 and Partiki 2, and their interaction. Next one please.

Partiki 1 and Partiki 2, and their interaction. Next one please. Copyright A"shavana &
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These are all Partiki power. I mean, these were measured in quantum, like how

like how much Partiki power it has, and that goes back to the Eye

of how much Partiki power it has, even in terms of Oms and Urs
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go back to Partiki dust. And, that Partiki dust will then get carried in,

dust. And, that Partiki dust will then get carried in, back to Source, in
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21 f positive Partiki power, right, of the power of that many Partiki, right.

of that many Partiki, right. Then you would have, that"s the Prime Tone, then
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titled: The Pre-partiki Translation Sequence and the FIVE states of pre-substance ...

t and 2nd partiki. There were more than 50 new words in this incredibly

magnetic gelleziac radiation partiki first substance referred to as the eternally living intelligent
entity

1st and 2nd partiki, to the Spirit Body, the RaSha, Body, the Light Body

the formation of partiki One and the formation of the Spirit, RaSha and Light

through NaVE-na Partiki Creation Cycle, the organic process by which the EtaUr pre-

progresses through to partiki were described in great detail and include FEELING (direct

as the first Partiki Unit. The Ah-JhA Creation Bubbles within which manifestation unfolds,

both the 1st Partiki and the 2nd Partiki have completed their Translation Sequence. Copyright

and the 2nd Partiki have completed their Translation Sequence. Copyright A"shayana &
A"hzayana Deane,
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put the pre-partiki, pre-substance translation sequence into the context of the infamous
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NaVAHo Cycle" (Partiki Birth Cycle) unfolds over the first 12 hours. The "
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Translation Sequence Pre-partiki Creation Born of E-ta-Ur Conversion within the Qersonal,
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your own conscious Partiki Seed. 21. Inhale gently back to the AzurA, hold to

that will create Partiki-2, to set the "SEd a Cycle" in motion.
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your own conscious Partiki Seed. 21. INHALE gently back to the AzurA, hold to

that will create Partiki-2, to set the "SEda Cycle" in motion. 22.
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the ability, like Partiki, to phase. And if it can"t phase it can"t spark,
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As you build partiki and keylon codes into your grids you are building yourself

are composed of Partiki Units (the basic building blocks of manifestation, which set

Keylons (aggregations ofPartiki Units built upon Partiki Grids). MORPHOGENETIC FIELDS set
the pattern

Units built upon Partiki Grids). MORPHOGENETIC FIELDS set the pattern for what will
manifest.
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"Conscious Air" Partiki Substance for Krystar Ascension Travel
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sent back to Partiki Dust as Red Pulse annihilation wave runs into body and
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or back-to-Partiki consciousness, then they pick up back into the Living System
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Hi, I"m a Partikil" It will be about the extended identity. So, "The
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built on natural Partiki Phasing and different parts of the Light Body and things,

the process of Partiki phasing and Light Body phasing, where it is self-regenerative.
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Consciousness-such as Partiki Phasing, Take yon Harmonic Key Cycles and Eckashi Expansion
&
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units of consciousness: Partiki, PartikA and Particum. Dimensionalized units of consciousness
form frequency bands
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Scalar Grids 1. Partiki. Partika. & Particum: Smallest units of energy-substan~e .

Partlka AnUofllllter 2. Partiki Grids: The fabric of morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units
group

morphogenetic field structure. Partiki units group to form interwoven Strands, then Grids of
electro-

Unified Field of Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to create the frequency bands that

of Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to create the frequency bands that make up

morphogenetic fields. 3. Partiki units continue to group or accrete upon the Partiki Grids,

accrete upon the Partiki Grids, forming: A. Keylons - crystallizations of "frozen light"

made of interwoven Partiki Grids. The electro-tonal units of consciousness out of which

out of which Partiki Grids form create standing wave patterns - scalar-wave grids,

specific ordered interrelationship. Partiki Grids form upon the core geometrical-mathematical
structure of the



consciousness energy called Partiki that exist as omni-polar points of fixed vibration. Partiki

of fixed vibration. Partiki units are the smallest building blocks of matter and form
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forms enters manifestation. Partiki units are omni-polar (containing the potentials for all

of vibration; the Partiki units, which form the morphogenetic field templates upon and
through

are created through Partiki Phasing, which is the process of internal fission/expansion and

contraction characteristic of Partiki units. Partiki units perpetually break apart and replicate
through fission,

of Partiki units. Partiki units perpetually break apart and replicate through fission, then re-

morphogenetic fields. When Partiki units are in their omni-polar state, they exist as

to their design, Partiki units break apart to form bi-polar waves while replicating

bi-polar state, Partiki units break down into Particum units and PartikA units, which

the ante-matter Partiki units through which they manifest. Particum particle units represent
the

polar ante-matter Partiki units forming a wave of sound vibration project their energy

the ante-matter Partiki template, PartikA anti-particles and Particum particles are brought
back

matter state of Partiki units. Once returned to the Partiki state, the process repeats

returned to the Partiki state, the process repeats as the Partiki creates fission and

repeats as the Partiki creates fission and replication. The process by which Partiki units

process by which Partiki units perpetually convert conscious energy into bi-polar light
radiation

waves is called Partiki Phasing and gives the appearance of movement. Through perpetual
cycles

perpetual cycles of Partiki Phasing, matter units flash on through fission into bi~polar

The interaction of Partiki, PartikA and Particum lead to the formation of standing scalar-

wave grids (Partiki Grids) that have a relationship of 3 different flashing on/
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wave patterns. Through Partiki Phasing and replication, Partiki group to form strands, then
grids,

Phasing and replication, Partiki group to form strands, then grids, then Keylons, then Keylon

primal substance of Partiki units. Partiki units draw together or accrete to form Partiki

of Partiki units. Partiki units draw together or accrete to form Partiki strings which

accrete to form Partiki strings which interweave and overlap, forming a fabric of light

sound called a Partiki grid or a scalar grid. Partiki grids further accrete, drawing

a scalar grid. Partiki grids further accrete, drawing in more Partiki units that create



drawing in more Partiki units that create crystallizations of energy called Keylons. Groups of

called Keylon Codes. Partiki and Keylons belong to a category of primal building blocks

consciousness ,. or Partiki, and the particles built upon them. Vibration is determined by

energy held within Partiki units. Oscillation is the condition of external movement or
expanding

of energy from Partiki units and the particles built upon them. Vibration and Oscillation

different rates of Partiki Phasing. The Cosmic Manifestation Template is called the Energy
Matrix.

different but interwoven Partiki Phasing rhythms. Each of the 15 rhythms of Partiki Phasing

15 rhythms of Partiki Phasing creates one dimension. A dimension is a set pattern

cycle of singular Partiki Phasing rhythms that contains within it 12 smaller rhythms of

smaller rhythms of Partiki Phasing. Each dimension represents one scalar frequency band
containing 12

Page:  10

frequency band. The Partiki in each dimension have a specific rate of vibratory oscillation

pattern of specific Partiki Phasing rhythms or expansions and contraction ratios of energy
circulation

intrinsic rates of Partiki Phasing. One Time Matrix is thus a 15-Dimensional Scalar

rate of the Partiki units that make up the scalar-wave grid. Each dimension
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faster rate of Partiki Phasing within it, corresponding to higher frequency, faster oscillation,
lower

Scalar-Waves and Partiki Phasing Scalar-waves are standing wave points that emanate out

(electro-tonal Partiki units) which form the scalar grid morphogenetic templates that house

are created through Partiki Phasing. Partiki Phasing creates a "flashing on and off"

through Partiki Phasing. Partiki Phasing creates a "flashing on and off" of scalar-

frequency bands, or Partiki wave spectra, that exist within specific relationship to each other

different but interwoven Partiki Phasing rhythms, which form 5 overlay Harmonic Universes
(HU)

consciousness upon which Partiki units group to form morphogenetic field scalar grids. It is

cosmos through interwoven Partiki scalar 3 See Kathara Bio-Spiritual Healing System® Level-
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control center for Partiki Phasing rhythms throughout the Kathara Line System. The Kathara
Lines

tonal programs of Partiki Phasing and dimensional/frequency structure upon which the other
Kathara

primal organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 non-dimensional levels of



Primal Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 12 dimensions of time cycles
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encoding of the Partiki Phasing rhythm held within all of the Kathara Centers of
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Partiki and Partiki Phasing Order. Intelligence. and Consciousness In explaining the

Partiki and Partiki Phasing Order. Intelligence. and Consciousness In explaining the Cosmos,
we
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Partiki, PartikA and Particum If we are going to understand our

as the First Partiki (PKI) emerging within Source. These Partiki are the smallest

within Source. These Partiki are the smallest units of energy substance, electro-tonal units

this substance as Partiki units. Partiki units can be understood as omni-polar units

as Partiki units. Partiki units can be understood as omni-polar units of energy.

form will build. Partiki, PartikA, and Particum are three primary units that every other

of energy called Partiki, PartikA, and Particum. Partiki Phasing In order to create
manifestation,

PartikA, and Particum. Partiki Phasing In order to create manifestation, Partiki units do
something

to create manifestation, Partiki units do something called PKI Phasing, which means they
continually

come back together. Partiki units are not free-floating units of energy; they are
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waves, standing waves. Partiki Phasing is a very fundamental process in creation through
which

creation (PKA). Partiki Phasing, in simple terms, is how these three units, the

three units, the Partiki, the PartikA and the Particum interact with each other. Basically

Partlka Anti-matter Partiki Phasing Process The PartikA Universe is our parallel universe that

male, and the Partiki as the original spirit or androgynous being out of which

they both came. Partiki, PartikA, and Particum are standing waves, little tiny standing waves

with opposed polarities. Partiki, PartikA and Particum all exist at the same time. However,
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of consciousness (Partiki/PartikA/Particum). Scalar-waves anchor our consciousness into
dimensionality in

that they form-Partiki/PartikA/Particum into the structures these units form grouping
together



ManA!EirA - Partiki/PartikA/Particum). Every dimension has structures built on Keylons. A

by clusters of Partiki/PartikA/Particum. Dimensions build on each s The letter D
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that is called Partiki Phasing. They flash on and off, but they are not

different lines of Partiki, PartikA and Particum flashing on and off at three different

this structure of Partiki, PartikA, and Particum as the core template. We call a

Divine Trinity (Partiki Phasing) making them do different things in order to perceive

and sound waves, Partiki, PartikA, and Particum, we get into the structure that this
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sound and the Partiki scalar units that are turned off, which is vibrating, and
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made out of Partiki, PartikA, and Particum. Since there are 15 dimensions, there would

rhythm of the Partiki Phasing within those three dimensions. The faster the Partiki Phasing

The faster the Partiki Phasing the less dense the matter becomes. The lowest waves
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same structure of Partiki, PartikA, and Particum. The Partiki unit is the resonant tone,

and Particum. The Partiki unit is the resonant tone, the Particum unit is the
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The program for Partiki Phasing and vibration-oscillation for each dimensional frequency
band is

primary sequences of Partiki Phasing that transmit the electro-tonal programs held within the

control center for Partiki Phasing rhythms throughout the Kathara Line system. Primal
Manifestation Template
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Primal Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 nondimensional levels of the

The structures, the Partiki units that manifest at this primal sound level do not

Primal Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 non-dimensional levels of
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can derive from Partiki Phasing, is wherever we have a matter expression, we have

to the original Partiki Phasing process. The units on the matter side have one
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you have the Partiki Phasing process. This generates an Original PKI Field which is
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different but interwoven Partiki Phasing rhythms. Each of the 15 rhythms of Partiki Phasing

15 rhythms of Partiki Phasing creates one dimension. A dimension is a set pattern

cycle of singular Partiki Phasing rhythms that contains within it 12 smaller rhythms of

smaller rhythms of Partiki Phasing. Each dimension represents one scalar frequency band
containing 12
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Grid Proportions & Partiki Phasing The Krist Code Core Density Template represents the Core

Structure through which Partiki Primal Units group in the specific arrangements required to
enable

Unit generation, via Partiki Phasing, through which perpetual energy supply, and thus Eternal
Life

through which phasing Partiki of the Keylon Codes within the 12 Kathara Centers (

transmit flows of Partikite and Partikate (Etheric) Spark Un~s . The Kathara

which Partikate I Partikite Radiation Units, "Sparks & Flows" emitted by the Signet

proportions, Partikate & Partikite units continually interface at the specific angles and speeds
required

release from Phasing Partiki to travel between Signets. The proportions of line length, width

These attributes of Partikite I Partikate Spark Unit Flow (combined with the Krist

Code Ratios of Partiki Phasing that govern the Partiki Polarization Angles and Thrust-Force

that govern the Partiki Polarization Angles and Thrust-Force Distribution through which
Partikite I

Distribution through which Partikite I Partikate Spark Units are continually generated) allow
for the

and circulation of Partikite I Partikate Spark Unit Flows through which Living Matter units

and angles arrange Partiki units in the " " ,, I specific manner required

resonant) relativity between Partiki units through which the specific balances (of thrust-force

motionEternal Life of Partiki and Keylona) are created. Kathara Grids possessing proportional
and angular

Code structure arrange Partiki units in an inorganic manner, altering the natural, vibrationally
co-

resonant relativity between Partiki units, changing the thrust-force/ polarity tension balances
between Pki/

Creation" alter natural Partiki relativity and Partiki Unit Set energetic balances in the Core

Partiki relativity and Partiki Unit Set energetic balances in the Core Density Template causing

annihilation of the Partiki. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series- ©201 0 A&
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Microcosm I. Pre-Partiki Creation Cycle II. Na-VA-Na and NU-VA-Na

NU-VA-Na Partiki Birth Cycles Ill. SEda Ecousha-TA Cycle IV. The Lightborn

"Still Point" Partiki 1 & 2 to Triad Axis 0-1 to birth
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we recall the Partiki Phasing process we can see where these so called imaginary

represented as the Partiki (PKI) expression in the diagram over. The creative process

advances within the Partiki unit to create a replica expression. This replica in turn

emerge from the Partiki unit and spread 0" 90" 45" apart until they are

45° to the Partiki source. These units carry opposed polarities. They can be described
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expression. Such repeated Partiki phasing over many such units acting in harmony and over

~~~--~---.--~~--.---~---.--~ X The Partiki phasing process comes right through in the
numbers! These numbers
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form during the Partiki phasing process. This is described in more detail in the

documentation. As the Partiki phasing process is dynamic this indicates a fundamentally
dynamic nature
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arise in the Partiki Phasing process discussed earlier. As such they will have emerged

corresponding to the Partiki (PKI) phase of this process. This state is represented
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of the extended Partiki Phasing process described for the Seda Cycle. We can regard
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components of the Partiki Phasing process. The Trans-Harmonic element that combines them
at

elements duplicate the Partiki Phasing process and its associated diagram. © 2010 A &
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Cycles) of Pre-Partiki Creation, and into the Primary Movements and Structures of the
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introduces the Pre-partiki Translation Sequence and the FIVE states of pre-substance, and

the NaVE-na Partiki Creation Cycle, and the ―five specific states of Source-
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than others); the Partiki/pre-substance Translation-Sequence in context of the
growth/frequency-
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Microcosm I. Pre-Partiki Creation Cycle II. Na-VA-Na and NU-VA-Na

NU-VA-Na Partiki Birth Cycles III. SEda Ecousha-TA Cycle IV. The Lightborn

remind us of) Partiki 1 & 2 to Triad Axis 0-1 to birth
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ManU VOID, 1st Partiki Unit of God-Force Attention; The ―Still-Point‖/Zero-

Oscillation Field First Partiki Expansion Point. Together, the 3 God-Force ―1st 3
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are crystallizations of Partiki Units in the template that serve to hold frequencies of
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Opening/Closing
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topics such as Partiki or the Unified Energy Field, Morphogenetic Fields, Dimensions, Time
Waves

substance/shape. • Partiki: The unified energy field that runs through the entire cosmos;
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what are called Partiki or ante-particle units of consciousness into Partika or anti-

and replication) from Partiki units into Partika and Particum units is called "Partiki

is called "Partiki Phasing" and is the basis of what is known as

the Divine Trinity. Partiki phasing results in a "flashing on and oft" of

within it contains Partiki Phasing or flash-line sequences that are unique to that

11 & 12, partiki phasing is more rapid and matter forms are less "

2 & 3, partiki phasing is slower and matter forms are more "dense".
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Dimension and the Partiki Phasing within these flash-line sequences have what is called
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Substance Discussion of Partiki, the smallest building blocks of matter, which form the
templates

process by which Partiki Units perpetually convert conscious energy, continually cycling
energy between the

state, is called Partiki Phasing. The perception of external physical matter, space and the

between rates of Partiki Phasing. • Primal Order working definitions of terms such as

primal substance of partiki units organize themselves to create the hologram in which the
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Substance Discussion of Partiki, the smallest building blocks of matter, which form the
templates

process by which Partiki Units perpetually convert conscious energy, continually cycling
energy between the

state, is called Partiki Phasing. The perception of external physical matter, space and the



between rates of Partiki Phasing. Section Two: The Elements of Healing Through reviewing,
in
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characteristic pattern of Partiki Phasing, the flashing on and off the smallest units of

substance known as partiki. Variations in the rhythms and sequences of Partiki Phasing,
which

and sequences of Partiki Phasing, which are in essence variations of the creative expression
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characteristic pattern of Partiki Phasing. Partiki phasing is the process whereby the smallest
units

of Partiki Phasing. Partiki phasing is the process whereby the smallest units of energy

consciousness, known as partiki, flash on and off. Variations in the rhythms and sequences

and sequences of Partiki Phasing, which are in essence, variations of the creative expression
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PLASMS (Pre-Partiki Translation Sequence). There are 4 Primary and 1 Master Plasma
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Translation Sequence Pre-partiki Creation Bom of E·tt-Ur Conversion within the
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TEi M·Partiki Planes and Ketheric/Etheric·Atomic Cos-MY"ah Creation. 2.
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"Conscious Air" Partiki Substance for Krystar Ascension Travel
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Grid Proportions & Partiki Phasing e nst ode ore enSity Template represents t e

Unit generation, via Partiki Phasing, through which perpetual energy supply, and thus Eternal
Life

release from Phuing Partiki to travel between Signels. The propottions of llne length. v.

that govern the Partiki Polarization Angles and Thrust-FOtte Distribution through which
Partldle I

and circulation of Partiki1e I Partikate Spark UnK Flows througl! vtlich Living Matter units

and angles arrange Partiki units in the specific manner required to establish the precise

resonant) relativity between Partiki units through which the specific balances (of thrust-force

motionEternal Life of Partiki and Keylona) are created. Kathara Grids possessing proportional
and angular

Code structure arrange Partiki units in an inorganic manner, altering the natural, vibrationally
co-

resonant relativity between Partiki units, changing the thrust-force/ polarity tension balances
between PkV

Creation" alter natural Partiki relativity and Partiki Unit Set energetic balances in the Core

Partiki relativity and Partiki Unit Set energetic balances in the Core Density Template causing

annihilation of the Partiki. " Keylontic"" Discourses for Daily Living · KDDL"" Course Series
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different, but interwoven, Partiki Phasing rhythms (rhythms of expansion and contraction of
energy).

15 rhythms of Partiki Phasing creates one DIMENSON. A Dimension is a set pattern

cycle of singular Partiki Phasing rhythms, that contains within it 12 smaller rhythms of

smaller rhythms of Partiki Phasing. Each Dimensional Manifestation Template creates a set of
fixed

pattern of specific Partiki Phasing Rhythms, or EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION RATIOS OF
ENERGY CIRCULATION,



intrinsic rates of Partiki Phasing. One Time Matrix is thus a 15·Dimensional

repeating pattern of Partiki Flash Line Sequences, or a repeating cycle of specific ratios
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repeating pattern of Partiki Flash Line Sequences. or a repeating cycle of specific ratios
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VA-Na Cycle Partiki-1 SEda Cycle Adon-144 and each Ecka-Veca quadrant
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Cycle: 12111 minute Partiki 2, Triad & Rosho Seed Core birth, & Aah-JhA

z - (Partiki-1 - 12th Secondbirth) 1. Na-VA-Na Cycle: Fertilization
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procrss by which Partiki Units perpetuaUy coo,·ert conscious energy into Bi-polar
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:Encryption the Partiki unit, through Partiki Phasing create roore and mou units that

Partiki unit, through Partiki Phasing create roore and mou units that have the sa~
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precise
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ontral cbara:t PARTIKI units. This ~hoU Force is oftm known as the
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mergy units called Partiki, which spans multiple~ fields. Consciousness uses form
constructions such as
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Substance ofPutiki Units. Partiki units dr.aw together or Accrete (Accretion Le\·

to the form. Partiki Strings inten\"ea\·e and overlap, forming a "
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